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Abstract. From a set of georeferenced data (measurements and locations at
which these measurements are taken), not necessarily distributed regularly, we
want to find a rule to estimate the values taken by the observed parameter at other
points of space different from those at which the measurements are taken. We then
speak of spatial interpolation.
Spatial interpolation, that is a process of using a set of point data to create surface
data, can either be a deterministic or a stochastic (also known as geostatistical)
interpolation techniques.
In the present study, two interpolation methods such as inverse distance weighting
(IDW) and ordinary kriging (OK) are used to generate spatial distribution of
geotechnical parameters.

Key words: Spatial variability, spatial interpolation, inverse distance method
(IDW), ordinary kriging (OK).

1. Introduction

The problem of obtaining values, which are unknown, has drawn attention of
many science researchers. For reasons of economy, there will always be only a limited
number of sample points, where observations are measured.
Spatial interpolation is the process of using points with known values to estimate
unknown values at other points. The control points are points with known values. They
provide the data necessary for the development of an interpolator for spatial interpolation.
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There are many methods of spatial interpolation. They are divided into two categories,
namely: deterministic and geostatistical methods [1]-[2].

Estimation formulas for almost all spatial interpolation methods can be
represented as weighted averages of sampled data [3].
There are several techniques or methods, including inverse distance writhing (IDW)
and ordinary kriging (OK).
The IDW method is similar to ordinary Kriging in that it gives more weight to values
close to a point, but has a lower computational complexity. IDW uses a simple
distance-based algorithm (Johnston et al. 2001).
Both models, ordinary Kriging and IDW, assume that the predictions are a linear
combination of the data, as the equation (1) shows (Gotway et al. 1996, Schloeder et
al. 2001).

(1)

where Z(S0) is the estimated value of an attribute at the point of interest S0, Z(Si) is the
observed value at the sampled point Si, λi is the weight assigned to the sampled points,
and n represents the number of sampled points used for the estimation.

2. Theoretical basics

The Spatial interpolation is the process of using points with known values to estimate
unknown values at other points. All interpolation methods have been developed based
on this theory that closer points to each other have more correlations and similarities
than farther points.
In the following, we will present two widely used spatial interpolation methods called
Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) and ordinary kriging (OK).

2.1  The inverse distance weighting

The IDW method uses the inverse function of distance to calculate the weights
for each of the cell values, this method is based on the premise that the things that are
closer are more similar and therefore they have a greater weight and influence on the
point to calculate.
The estimate is calculated as the weighted average of the values recorded in the nearby
stations, to which a weight is assigned.
The used relationships are:

(2)
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(3)

Where h(Si,S0) is the the distance between S0 and Si, p is a power parameter, and n
represents the number sampled points used for the estimation. The most popular
choice is p = 2.

2.2 Ordinary kriging

Unlike IDW, kriging is method based on spatial autocorrelation. It uses
semivariogram. Kriging is a powerful type of spatial interpolation that uses complex
mathematical formulas to estimate values at unknown points based on the values at
known points. Kriging measures distances between all possible pairs of sample points
and uses this information to model the spatial autocorrelation for the particular surface
we are interpolating. There is a large range of choices among krigings and, obviously,
they produce different maps [1]-[2]-[3], [6].
The kriging estimates the unknown value using a weighted linear combinations of the
available sample (1).
These weights are calculated based on the distance between the sampled points and the
point where the corresponding prediction will be made.
The ordinary Kriging method obtains the weights (or influence) of the values, solving
the Kriging equation shown in the equation

(4)

With

=1 (5)

The dependence (The spatial structure) of observations in space is approached through
the space correlation functions that are the semivariogram calculation [7]-[8], [9].

(6)

where var is the variance and

(7)

hij is the distance between Si and Sj
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For a given value of h, we obtain an unbiased estimator of  (h) in the following way:

(8)

The semivariogram is a tool that allows to analyze the spatial behavior of a variable
over a defined area, obtaining as result an experimental variogram that reflects the
maximum distance and the way in which a point has influence on another point at
different distances.

Once the experimental variogram has been calculated, a mathematical model must
be made that models the experimental variogram in the best possible way, which is
known as a model (theoretical) semivariogram [7]-[8].

Fig. 1. Adjustment of a theoretical semivariogram (curve) to an experimental semivariogram (X).

where:
a = range, C0 =nugget, C0 + C1 = sill, h = offset.
Several types of semivariogram models exist. For example, the exponential model is

(9)

and the Gaussian model is

(10)
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The ordinary Kriging method obtains the weights (or influence) of the values, solving
the Kriging equation shown in the equation

(11)

where n is the number of observations, m is the Lagrange multiplier used for the
minimization of constraints, λ is the weight given to each of the observations and the
sum of all λ is equal to one. The subscripts i and j denote the points sampled, the
subscript 0 is the point in estimation and hij is the distance between Si and S0 from the
semivariogram.

We write (1) in a simplified way,

(12)

Multiplying by the inverse of Γ, we obtain

(13)

Which makes it possible to obtain W that is λ 1, λ 2, ..., λ n. The calculated coefficients
will be used in formula (1) to calculate Z*(S0).

3. Applying the inverse distance weighting and kriging methods

In this part will be presented the results of spatial variability estimation of geotechnical
properties on a site.
During the field exploration phase, in situ engineering field tests are carried out. These
include water content in soil (W%), the apparent density and Liquid Limit (W.L%).
The methods used for this estimation are:
Inverse distance weighting (IDW) and ordinary kriging (OK).
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3.1 Study area

 Situation
The study area is a site for a gas processing center located on the east side of the

national highway number 6 (R.N.6). It is located in the region of Touat (Adrar
department), not far from the village of Sali.

Fig. 2. Situation of the study area and access road.

The coordinates of the project site boundaries are:
C.1 (X : 210 796,000 – Y : 2 978 406,000 – Z : 268,684)
C.2 (X : 211 599,000 – Y : 2 978 406,000 – Z : 267,444)
C.3 (X : 211 599,000 – Y : 2 979 243,000 – Z : 269,394)
C.4 (X : 210 796,000 – Y : 2 979 243,000 – Z : 267,143)

Fig. 3. The study area is a flat ground.
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3.2 Results and discussions

Results

A. Spatial variability of Water content (w%)

 With inverse distance weighting (IDW)

Fig. 4. Water content model obtained on the basis of the IDW spatial
interpolation.

 With ordinary kriging (OK)

Fig. 5. Water content model obtained by the ordinary kriging method (OK).

B. Spatial variability of the apparent density
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 With inverse distance weighting (IDW)

Fig. 6. Apparent density model obtained on the basis of the IDW spatial
interpolation.

 With ordinary kriging (OK)

Fig. 7. Apparent density model obtained by the ordinary kriging method (OK).

C. Spatial variability of the liquid limit (W.L%)

 With inverse distance weighting (IDW)
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Fig. 8. Liquid limit model obtained on the basis of the IDW spatial
interpolation.

 With ordinary kriging (OK)

Fig. 9. Liquid limit model obtained by the ordinary kriging method (OK).

Discussion

In this work, two approaches to interpolation methods, one deterministic (IDW) and
the other probabilistic (OK), were used.
The method known as “Inverse Distance Weighting” (IDW) calculates, for each point
to be estimated, the average of the experimental values of its neighbors, favoring the
closest points; the weighting factors are therefore calculated proportionally to the
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inverse of the distance. This method makes it possible to obtain grids very quickly, but
creates circular zones around the observed values.

Fig. 10. An example drawback of the IDW interpolation model so called "Bulls eyes"

Unsightly artefacts are the so-called "Bulls-eyes" – these are circular areas of equal
values around the known data points. However, applying a variation of the IDW-
Interpolation developed by Shepard (1968) can reduce the Bulls-eyes.
This technique nevertheless has flaws: it ignores the spatial structure of the variable
and thus produces very smooth interpolated surfaces, in addition no statistical criteria
for judging the accuracy of the prediction are formulated. In IDW only known z values
and distance weights are used to determine unknown areas.
Kriging is a statistical method that makes use of a variograms to calculate the spatial
autocorrelation between points at graduated distances. It uses this calculation of spatial
autocorrelation to determine the weights that should be applied at various distances.
Spatial autocorrelation is determined by taking squared differences between points.

4. Conclusion

While deterministic methods, such as inverse distance weighting (IDW), use the
Euclidean concept of distance to calculate the weights that will be applied to each
sample data, the kriging weights are based not only on the distance between the
measured points and the prediction location but also on the overall spatial arrangement
among the measured points. To use the spatial arrangement in the weights, the spatial
autocorrelation must be quantified. Thus, in Ordinary Kriging, the weight depends on
a fitted model to the measured points, the distance to the prediction location, and the
spatial relationships among the measured values around the prediction location.
Variogram is an important input in kriging interpolation. It is a measure of spatial
correlation between points.
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Abstract: At the European Union level, there has been and is a continuing concern 
regarding the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, in particular by reducing 
energy consumption and ensuring energy from renewable sources. Europe aims to 
become the first carbon-neutral continent by 2050. Renewable energy sources 
across the European Union are diverse, the potential being different from one 
country to another. Energy from geothermal sources is still considered to be a 
less developed technology at the European Union level. However, there are 
multiple possibilities of use, and concrete examples of success, especially 
regarding the supply of thermal energy from geothermal sources, in centralized 
systems. It is expected that in the future, this energy source will become one of 
the most important in order to reach the objectives of the European community. 
 
Keywords: geothermal energy, district heating, European Union, carbon-neutral 
 
Rezumat: La nivelul Uniunii Europene, a existat și există o preocupare continuă 
cu privire la reducerea emisiilor de gaze cu efect de seră, în special prin reducerea 
consumului de energie și asigurarea energiei din surse regenerabile. Europa își 
propune să devină primul continent neutru de carbon până în 2050. Sursele de 
energie regenerabile din întreaga Uniune Europeană sunt diverse, potențialul fiind 
diferit de la o țară la alta. Energia din surse geotermice este considerată în 
continuare o tehnologie mai puțin dezvoltată la nivelul Uniunii Europene. Cu toate 
acestea, există multiple posibilități de utilizare și exemple concrete de succes, în 
special în ceea ce privește furnizarea de energie termică din surse geotermale, în 
sistemele centralizate. Este de așteptat ca, în viitor, această sursă de energie să 
devină una dintre cele mai importante pentru a atinge obiectivele comunității 
europene. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: energie geotermică, încălzire urbană, Uniunea Europeană, neutru 
de carbon. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Primary energy consumption in the European Union has reached in the year 
2015 the level of the 1990s. This, because between the years 2005 and 2016, the 
primary energy consumption decreased by 10%, mainly due to energy efficiency 
improvements and the increase in the use of renewable energy resources. However, 
Primary energy consumption in the European Union shows that in the year 2015, 31% 
of the energy counted from petroleum products and only 14% of it counts from 
renewable resources. The residential sector is a major contributor to this, and 
currently, the final energy consumption from the residential sector in European Union 
consists of 27% from the total, being the third energy- consuming sector after transport 
and industry. Heating and hot water count for 78,9% of this sector’s total final energy 
use [1]. 

Energy consumption and CO2 emissions trends are different from country to 
country, for this reason, it is needed for further actions to be taken at the European 
Union level to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the final energy consumption, 
especially in the residential sector. 

European Union adopted in the year 2014 the climate and energy framework, 
through which it is committed to fight against climate change. The targets for 
renewables and energy efficiency were revised in the year 2018. The framework 
imposes targets for the Member States for the period 2021 - 2030 - at least 40% cuts in 
greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels), at least 32% share for renewable 
energy and at least 32.5% improvement in energy efficiency. These targets aim also to 
fulfill the commitments under the Paris agreement. European Union set out a vision 
in the year 2018, for a long-term strategy up to 2050 to become climate- neutral, the 
first economy with net-zero greenhouse gas emissions. To achieve this, all parts of 
society and economic sectors will play a role, especially the energy sector. One of the 
objectives is to decarbonise the energy sector, by investing in environmentally friendly 
technologies and the increase in energy efficiency. All Member States have to adapt to 
European Union’s vision, based on the European Climate Law, proposed in 2020, 
which turns commitments to legal obligations. According to EEA (Environmental 
Energy Agency), with the actual measures, European Union will not meet the 2030 
emissions targets, therefore is a need for more actions to be taken. More investments 
in renewable energy and energy efficiency is required and also to stop funding for 
environmentally damaging activities, especially fossil fuels. 

 
2. District heating systems from geothermal sources 
 
District heating systems are used in the European Union since the 14th 

century, with northern European countries leading the use. 
These are also often called district energy systems due to the ability to provide 

both heating and cooling, by the use of heat pumps or absorption chillers [3]. District 
heating systems can be classified based on the energy source, the most used being 
fossil fuels, waste heat, and renewable sources, as biomass, geothermal and solar 
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thermal energy. In Europe, most centralized heating systems use as a source of energy 
coal, natural gas, and biomass. The use of geothermal energy for district heating in 
Europe has increased, which counts for 49% of the total installed capacity [3], but still 
considered poorly developed technology [5]. The installed geothermal district heating 
systems in the European Union at the end of 2016 counted 190 applications, with a 
total capacity of 1.7 GW and an annual production of 4.3 GWh. The top contributors 
were France, Germany and Hungary, and the UK, Czech Republic and Switzerland 
having the fewest geothermal applications. Beyond the European Union, Iceland and 
Turkey Iceland and Turkey are the largest contributors to the supply of thermal energy 
from geothermal sources [2]. 

Geothermal energy sources are mostly exploited through hydro- geothermal 
resources from deep reservoirs or through hot rocks. Geothermal energy sources can 
be characterized based on the temperature of the geothermal fluids as high or low 
temperature, the physical state of the geothermal fluids as vapor or liquid dominated, 
and the nature of its system as volcanic, convective, sedimentary, geo-pressured and 
hot dry rock systems [4]. In Europe, the main geothermal potential areas are Iceland 
and Turkey, but also areas in central and eastern Europe. 

The benefits of geothermal district heating systems are both economical and 
environmental. Geothermal district heating systems generate less expensive heat 
compared to traditional fossil fuel systems, especially natural gas. Natural gas is 
widely used because of its availability, lower price and lower emissions compared to 
other fossil fuel sources. Furthermore, the greenhouse gas emissions from district 
heating systems using geothermal sources are much lower, compared to traditional 
fossil fuel systems, or zero, in most cases. District heating systems using geothermal 
energy, especially hydro-geothermal resources are considered also to be a reliable and 
safe alternative to fossil fuels, having nearly unlimited availability. At the same time, 
from the environmental point of view, by replacing the individual heating sources with 
sources that use a geothermal district heating system, a transition from technically 
inefficient systems using fossil fuels, which are greenhouse gas emitters, is reached. 
When using geothermal systems, more efficient and with less impact on the 
environment heating sources are used. 

Financial evaluation is also a very important factor in decision making. 
Geothermal district heating systems usually have high implementation costs and low 
operation costs. From this, between 40% and 60% represents the source of geothermal 
energy and about 50% represents the transport and distribution part. Such systems 
show to have high economic benefits for high-density populated urban areas or 
industrial complex and lower economical benefit for lower-density populated areas, 
but which depend very much on the energy source, the lengths of the networks and the 
types of connections to consumers [3]. 

In district heating systems, monitoring and user control are very important, so 
that the heating supply can be controlled by the consumer's heating demand. Consumer 
metering measures the actual heating demand, which means that the consumers have 
an incentive to save heat. Heat losses on the transmission and distribution networks are 
very important in the context of the feasibility of centralized heating projects because 
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their costs are borne by the end-user. At the same time, heat losses lead to an increase 
in the use of primary energy sources. For this reason, they must be reduced or even 
eliminated. All this can lead to lower energy consumption of the entire system and 
lower consumption of resources needed to provide the necessary energy. 

The implementation and operation of geothermal energy may also come with 
certain issues, especially environmental. Within the centralized heating systems, 
depending on the capacity, a very large quantity of water can be used. Increased 
attention should be paid to deep wells, both in execution and in operation. It is 
possible to contaminate soil and groundwater sources with different chemicals used in 
the drilling fluid, or even with chemical components already existing in geothermal 
water. Improper design and execution of geothermal wells can lead to contamination 
during operation. At the same time, it is recommended to use re- injection wells, in 
order to discharge the wastewater, so the environmental impact of the fluid will be 
minimal. If discharged into surface water sources after use, it is recommended to be 
treated before. 

Hydro-geothermal resources often contain associated gases, mostly high 
concentrations of Methane. At the same time, there is not enough information 
throughout the whole of Europe regarding the geothermal sources that contain 
associated gases, especially Methane. Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, so 
having a clear picture of the geothermal sources and the Methane concentration is of 
great importance. The utilization of waste gases can be used in cogeneration 
applications, to provide electricity and heat. This can increase fuel efficiency by up to 
90% because of the waste recovery, and the overall efficiency of the system. [3]. The 
use of hybrid sources must also be considered. Depending on the temperature of the 
geothermal water, in order to provide the thermal energy in a centralized system, heat 
pumps can be used. At the same time, the use of geothermal sources together with 
biomass sources and solar sources is of great importance and an increase of such 
systems is expected in the future [5]. 

 
3. Final remarks 
 
Geothermal energy sources are of great importance at the European Union 

level. These can contribute substantially to achieving the objectives set, respectively to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and increase the share of energy production from 
renewable sources. However, geothermal energy sources may differ from country to 
country. Geothermal water sources may have different temperatures from one region 
to another, so the range of use may be limited. However, although geothermal energy 
is considered a less developed technology, it is expected that its use, especially in 
centralized heating systems, will increase. 

The heat provided by centralized heating systems, which use geothermal 
energy, is much cheaper for final consumers compared to the use of individual 
systems using fossil fuels. Even though they have a high implementation cost, they 
have a low operating cost. At the same time, these, if properly designed and 
exploited, have no danger of affecting the environment. Geothermal systems can have 
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an advantage both economically and ecologically, not only compared to 
conventional sources, but also with other renewable energy sources. 

From a technological point of view, there is still space for research and 
development and contributions are still expected in the development of these 
technologies. At the same time, it is expected that decision-making entities will 
contribute to the promotion and implementation of such projects, which use 
geothermal energy in centralized systems. 
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Abstract: This paper presents the integrated photovoltaic panels (BIPV) in buildings. They have as 
their primary purpose the generation of electricity used as an energy resource for buildings or the 
distribution of energy in the national grid. These systems can provide cost savings on materials 
and electricity, reduce pollution and add to the architectural aspect of the building. Although 
these can be added to a structure as functional elements, the biggest challenge for these systems is 
their inclusion in the initial design of the building. 
 
Keywords: photovoltaic panels, materials, integrate systems, architecture 
 
Rezumat: Această lucrare prezintă panourile fotovoltaice integrate (BIPV) in clădiri. Acestea au 
ca scop primar generarea energiei electrice utilizată ca resursă energetică pentru clădire sau 
distribuirea energiei în rețeaua națională. Aceste sistemele pot oferi economii în costuri de 
materiale și energie electrică, pot reduce poluarea și se pot adăuga la aspectul arhitectural al 
clădirii. Deși, acestea pot fi adăugate la o structură ca elemente funcționale, cea mai mare 
provocare pentru aceste sistemele este includerea lor în designul inițial al clădirii. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: panouri fotovoltaice, materiale, sisteme integrate, arhitectură 

 
 

 
1. Introduction 
 
Integrated photovoltaic systems in buildings (BIPV) are designed during architectural 

design and are added during the construction of the building. These systems do not have 
supports and mounting elements like the traditional photovoltaic systems. For most 
integrated solar energy photovoltaic systems, a variety of uses of the energy produced by 
them as well as their use will be considered to support the specific needs of the occupants 
of the building [1]. For example, photovoltaic systems generate electricity that can be used 
for hot water local preparation or to supply with energy for space heating and / or cooling 
systems. 

 
2. Integrated sistems- architectural purpose 
 
These photovoltaic systems can be mounted in different parts of the building, having 

more or less artistic connection. Thus, they can be applied on the facades of buildings, on 
roofs or on the architectural 'shell' of the building itself. 

On the facades of the buildings the integration of the systems is done on the lateral of 
the building, replacing the traditional glass windows with semi-transparent solar panels or 
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with thin crystals. This variant variant has less access to direct sunlight than the variant with 
roof integration, but the coverage surface in this case is much more generous [1]. 
Photovoltaic modules are also available in a wide variety of colors, developed especially for 
facades. This type of panels are made of a special glass that reflects only the part of the light 
spectrum that is visible to the human eye, the rest is used to generate electricity. The 
modules are provided with rails on the back part with which they can be attached to any 
facade of a standard construction. The rail also offers additional stability. Modules can also be 
combined with a wide variety of other materials used for facades [2]. 

In current trends, photovoltaic systems are used in design by architects to camouflage 
the quality of unattractive or degrading exteriors of buildings (Figure 1). 

 

                    
Figure 1. Camouflaged facades 

(Sources: Avancis - Powermax Scala Products) 
 
The variant of integration on the roof, offers several applications. First, it can replace 

the roof itself, and secondly it can replace the material used to finish them. In current trends, 
solutions are offered by different companies that integrate these systems directly into the 
roof structure (Fig.2 a), from laminated glass, or systems directly integrated into the roof 
shingles (Fig.2 b). 

 

          
a)                                                             b) 

Figure 2.Photovoltaics panel for roof 
a) into the roof structure (Sources: http://www.ekokoncept.com), 

b) into the roof shingles (Sources: http://www.shtfpreparedness.com 
 
Last but not least, the ultra-thin solar cell solution that is used to create semi-

transparent surfaces that allow light to penetrate during the day and they also produces 
electricity, often used in atrias (illuminators) and greenhouses (Fig.3). 
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Figure 3. Ultra-thin solar cell solution for atrias and greenhouses [3] 
 
The design of a BIPV system should take into account whether the building works 

completely independent of the electrical grid, or if it requires batteries or other energy storage 
systems. 

The design of the system is determined by the energy needs of the building and by any 
structural or aesthetic limitations that may limit the material choices. Silicon crystalline panels 
have higher electricity output per square meter, but higher costs and design constraints. Thin 
film materials generate less electricity per square meter, but are less expensive and can be 
integrated more easily on more surfaces (Fig. 4.) [4, 5]. 

 

       
 

Figure 4. Thin film integrated in the facades of the buildings [4,5] 
 
 

3. Case studies- regarding the adoption of BIPV integrated photovoltaic systems 
and their maintenance 

 
Integrated photovoltaics in architectural design in China 
The paper shows that we should take into account the function, cost, technology and 

aesthetics of the folovoltaic panels, rather than just the high integrations. According to 
developments in technology and market, photovoltaic structures and design should be focused 
on maintenance and replacement of photovoltaic cell modules, rather than simply extending their 
life. To solve problems associated with existing photovoltaic structures in China, designing a 
photovoltaic structure of the building that allows the maintenance and convenient replacement of 
photovoltaic components [6]. 

 
Dubai Frame 
The Dubai Frame is an eye-catching impressive rectangular picture frame-shaped 

building rising 150 meters (492 Ft) from Dubai’s Zabeel Park (Fig.5), spanning 105 meters 
(344 Ft) horizontally. It attracted a million visitors from around the world during its first 
year of opening in 2018 and offered them stunning views of the city's past and present. 
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Figure 5. Photovoltaic structure in China [6] 
 

This iconic skyscraper, presented in Fig.6., is considered one of the world´s most 
popular tourist attractions nowadays. Onyx Solar, the world’s leading manufacturer of 
photovoltaic (PV) glass, supplied gold color photovoltaic glass for its rainscreen cladding 
system. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Iconic skyscraper with gold color photovoltaic glass [7] 
 
Tanjong Pagar 
Located in the middle of Singapore’s financial center (Fig.7), this 64-story tower is 

the tallest building in the country. Its design, carried out by S.O.M., the New York-based 
architectural firm, and construction was commissioned by the Korean multinational Samsung. 
Onyx contributed with the installation of a large photovoltaic canopy of 27,986 sq ft covering 
the main entrance to the building. 

 

 
Figure 7. Singapore’s financial center [7] 
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Coca Cola-Femsa Hq 
The walls of the building are lined with semi-transparent, amorphous silicon photovoltaic 

glass panes which are anchored to the existing structure, thus enabling air to flow in the space 
between the panes and the walls of the building (Fig.8). Onyx Solar photovoltaic glass panes 
were installed on the façade of FEMSA´s headquarters, which is the largest Coca-Cola bottling 
plant company in the world (Monterrey, México). The walls of the building are lined with semi- 
transparent, amorphous silicon photovoltaic glass panes which are anchored to the existing 
structure, thus enabling air to flow in the space between the panes and the walls of the 
building. Thanks to this innovative design, these main offices are enjoying natural light, better 
thermal insulation and cleaner energy with less CO2 emissions. The energy that the glass panes 
produce covers up to 15% of the building´s energy requirements. 

 

 
Figure 8. Coca Cola Sustainable Building [7] 

 
Pfizer Genyo Labs 
Thanks to this innovative design, Pfizer offices are enjoying natural light, better thermal 

insulation and free clean energy with no CO2 emissions (Fig. 9). 
 

 
Figure 9. Photovoltaic panels with amorphous silicon glass modules with a semi-transparency degree of 

20 [7] 
 
Bell Works 
Bell Works is the product of the successful revitalizationof the two- million-square-foot 

Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey. The mixed-use ‘metroburb’ is now a popular 
destination to work, shop, dine and more. Onyx Solar has supplied Bell Works with amorphous 
silicon photovoltaic glass panes, to cover a total area of 60,000 sq ft, and create the largest 
photovoltaic skylight in the USA. Because Bell Works is a landmark protected building, Onyx 
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Solar had to design glass panes similar to the original ones.These glass modules provide this 
multipurpose building with a lot of natural lighting by capturing daylight and are also able to 
produce electricity free of CO2 emissions (Fig.10). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Photovoltaic glass panes similar to the original ones for Bell Works [7] 
 

 
5. Conclusions 
 
The adoption of these integrated photovoltaic systems should facilitate the minimum 

requirements for the development of renewable energy in buildings and encourage the 
population to contribute to their development on the market. Installing photovoltaic panels on 
the facades of buildings can create the illusion of a double facade or by using normal glass 
and photovoltaic panels in various combinations it can be created the image of a spectacular 
pixelated glass mosaic of different shades and sizes. Solar architectural applications prove 
their sustainability through the growth the potential energy generator of a building, but they 
are one of the most difficult applications because they seal the tire of a building and it is 
known that transparent surfaces are inherently less efficient than opaque surfaces. However, 
transparent vertical glass surfaces which represents a high wall-to-roof ratio may require PV 
integration on these surfaces to achieve a net-zero or nearly net-zero construction goal. 
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Rezumat  

Lucrarea are ca obiectiv stabilirea implicatiilor energetice ale solutiilor constructive de 
intretinere a solului sub pista unui patinoar competitional sau de agrement. Dupa cum este 
cunoscut, sub placa de structura de rezistenta a pistei pe care se formeaza stratul de 
gheata, care este si element de racire si mentinere a stratului de gheata, se monteaza un 
strat de izolatie termica sub care se afla serpentina incalzitoare avand menirea de a 
mentine in solul aflat sub ea o temperatura normala existenta de regula in sol. In lucrare 
se identifica teoretic majorarea de flux termic catre serpentina de racire din placa de 
structura si majorarea de energie electrica absorbita de catre masina frigorifica care ii 
revine acesteia, functie de grosimea stratului de izolatie termica si de densitatea tevilor 
din serpentina incalzitoare.    

Cuvinte cheie: patinoar, implicatii energetice 

Abstract 

The work has as objective to establish the energy connotations of the constructive 
solutions to maintain the soil below the track of a competitive or recreational ice rink. As 
it is known, underneath the resistance structural plate of the runway on which the ice 
layer is formed, which is also a cooling element to keep the ice layer at its requested 
parameters, it is mounted a thermal insulation layer under which there is laying a heating 
coil with the purpose to maintain in the soil beneath it a normal temperature already 
existing in soil. The work identifies theoretically the increase of thermal flux towards the 
cooling coil from the structural plate and the increase of electrical energy absorbed by the 
refrigerating machine that belongs to it, depending on the thickness of the thermal 
insulation layer and of the density of the heating coil pipes. 

Keywords: skating rink, energy implications 
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1. Introducere 

Patinoarele cu gheata artificiala, competitionale sau de agrement, asezate pe sol 
au de regula o protectie termica pentru suprafata de sol pe care sunt construite. 
Datorita necesitatii mentinerii permanente a unei temperaturi negative, destul de 
scazute, in serpentina cu agent termic, necesara intretinerii ghetii patinoarului, se 
transmite in timp in sol o racire a acestuia care degradeaza solul si in timp afecteaza si 
placa de beton a pistei patinoarului. Solutia adoptata de regula presupune un strat de 
izolatie termica plasat sub stratul de rezistenta de beton armat, iar sub acesta un strat 
continand o serpentina incalzitoare.  

Lucrarea urmareste o analiza energetica asupra utilizarii serpentinei incalzitoare 
in vederea protejarii solului aflat sub pista patinoarului. Agentul termic utilizat in 
serpentina incalzitoare este preparat de masina frigorifica la condensatorul acesteia sau 
eventual separat de o alta sursa. 

1. Descrierea structurii compuse a pistei patinoarului. Fluxuri termice  

In fig. 1 se prezinta schematic pista patinoarului incadrata superior de incinta 
patinoarului si inferior de zona de sol aflata sub structura complexa a straturilor 
serpentinelor de racire si de incalzire. Fig. 1 contine de asemenea marcate grosimile 
unor zone cum ar fi stratul de gheata, stratul de beton armat care inglobeaza serpentina 
rece, stratul de izolatie termica, stratul de sapa de nisip care inglobeaza serpentina 
incalzitoare, placa de beton portant, stratul de umplutura de pietris si solul de fundatie. 
Deasupra stratului de gheata se afla zona de aer ambiental in care se patineaza care in 
final este acoperita de anvelopa incintei patinoarului. 

 

Fig. 1 
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In fig. 2 se prezinta schematic fluxurile termice care migreaza spre planul 
serpentinei reci : fluxul termic convectiv din zona de aer din vecinatatea stratului de 
gheata, fluxul termic radiant din zona ambientala si de anvelopa a cladirii si fluxul 
termic conductiv de la serpentina calda din sapa de nisip catre serpentina rece din 
stratul de beton armat.  

 

Fig. 2 

Planul serpentinei reci care mentine stratul de gheata absoarbe cele trei fluxuri 
termice mentionate, suma lor constituind puterea termica absorbita la vaporizatorul 
masinii frigorifice. Fluxul termic conductiv reprezinta totusi o cota scazuta din 
ansamblul puterii termice absorbite la vaporizator insa si aceasta contribuie la puterea 
electrica absorbita de catre masina frigorifica pentru intretinerea racirii pistei de 
patinaj. Cota aceasta este mai mica sau mai mare dupa cum stratul de izolatie termica 
pozat sub stratul de beton are grosime mai mare sau respectiv mai mica. O influenta 
asupra marimii acestei cote o are si densitatea tevilor serpentinei calde, sau mai 
concret distanta dintre tevile consecutive.  

Obiectul lucrarii de fata il constituie analiza influentei pe care cei 2 parametrii 
mentionati o au asupra consumului de energie electrica absorbita de catre masina 
figorifica pentru a intretinerea stratului de gheata fara a afecta zona de sol plasata sub 
patinoar. 
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2. Modelarea transferurilor termice. Bilantul termic la nivelul serpentinei 
reci 

Tratarea abordata s-a facut in regim stationar de transfer termic. Astfel 
densitatea de flux termic convectiv primit la suprafata stratului de gheata se exprima 
ca fiind : 

 ∙          (1) 

Iar densitatea de flux termic radiant primit de suprafata stratului de gheta din 
zona ambientala si de anvelopa a cladirii se exprima ca fiind  

 ∙         (2) 

Suma celor doua fluxuri termice superioare se transmite in continuare conductiv 
prin stratul de gheata si prin jumatate din grosimea stratului de beton la planul 
serpentinei reci : 

   ∙    (3) 

Unde cu tsup s-a notat o temperatura medie a zonei ambientale superioare, medie 
ponderata cu coeficientii de transfer termic convectiv si respectiv radiant.: 

 
∙ ∙

         (4) 

Astfel se poate considera ca la partea superioara a planului serpentinei reci sunt 
3 straturi caracterizate fiecare de cate o rezistenta termica : 

- Stratul zonei ambientale a incintei patinoarului caracterizat de rezistenta 
termica convectiv-radianta : 

 _          (5) 

- Stratul de gheata caracterizat de rezistenta termica conductiva : 

_            (6) 

- Semistratul superior de beton : 

_ _ ∙          (7) 

Rezistenta termica totala a celor 3 straturi superioare planului serpentinei reci 
este in consecinta suma celor 3 rezistente termice. Astfel : 

_ _ _         (8) 
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Rezulta densitatea de fluxul termic superior catre planul serpentinei reci ca fiind 
: 

 
∙

         (9) 

Pe de alta parte, transferul termic fiind considerat in regim stationar se poate 
echivala fluxul termic exprimat cu relatia (9) cu fluxul termic intre zona ambientala a 
incintei patinoarului si planul median al stratului de gheata care se scrie ca fiind : 

                     (10) 

 

Unde : 

 _ _                   (11) 

Si : 

 _ _ ∙                   (12) 

In consecinta rezulta din relatia (9) : 

 ∙  ∙                  (13) 

Este astfel stabilita temperatura medie necesara a agentului termic din 
serpentina rece. In continuare s-au propus o serie de valori de densitati de flux termic 
de la agentul termic care circula prin serpentina calda la agentul termic care circula 
prin serpentina rece, inf. Pentru temperatura agentului termic care circula prin 
serpentina calda s-a considerat valoarea de 10 oC, aceasta fiind mentinuta constanta pe 
toata perioada de exploatare a patinoarului. In acest fel s-a considerat ca fluxul termic 
de la planul serpentinei calde in jos spre sol este nul acesta avand de regula tot 
temperatura de cca. 10 oC. Valorile considerate pentru densitatea de flux termic de la 
agentul termic care circula prin serpentina calda la agentul termic care circula prin 
serpentina rece presupune ca grosimea stratului de izolatie termica sa aibe o valoare 
corespunzatoare, dat fiind ca acum sunt cunoscute atat temperaturile planurilor 
serpentinelor cat si densitatea de flux termic transferat. Astfel rezistenta termica a 
straturilor dintre planurile celor doua serpentine este : 

_ _ _                             (14) 

Unde : 
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 _ ∙                   (15) 

 _                     (16) 

Iar pe de alta parte  

 ∙


                   (17) 

Egaland relatiile (17) cu (14) rezulta o ecuatie in care necunoscuta este iz.  

 ∙ _                    (18) 

Densitatea de flux termic inferior planului serpentinei reci se adauga la 
densitatea de flux termic superior si rezulta densitatea totala de flux termic absorbit de 
agentul termic care circula prin serpentina rece si formeza prin multiplicare cu 
suprafata pistei de patinoar puterea termica absorbita la vaporizatorul masinii 
frigorifice. 

                      (19) 

 ϕ ∙                    (20) 

In continuare s-a trecut la evaluarea eficientei masinii frigorifice, EER, si mai 
departe la evaluarea puterii electrice absorbite de motorul electric al masinii frigorifice 
din retea. 

                     (21) 

Din aceasta putere electrica s-a considerat ca o cota parte este consecinta 
fluxului termic inferior primit de catre planul serpentinei reci de la planul serpentinei 
calde in mod proportional cu acesta fata de valoarea totala a puterii termice la 
vaporizator. Adica : 

 _                    (22) 

In continuare s-a trecut la evaloarea valorilor de energie electrica 
corespunzatoare atat masinii frigorifice in ansamblu cat si cotei care revine fluxului 
termic inferior primit de la planul serpentinei calde de catre planul serpentinei reci. 

3. Prezentarea cazurilor analizate si a rezultatelor obtinute 

Mediul ambiental interior patinoarului este caracterizat prin : ti = 10 oC si tr = 
20 oC. Temperatura medie a ghetii trebuie sa fie in general tg = -3 oC.  
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Evaluarea coeficientului de transfer termic convectiv la suprafata stratului de 
gheata s-a facut apeland relatia criteriala corespunzatoare curgerii libere a aerului, in 
spatii deschise : 

 

 ∝ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙                  (23) 

Unde : 
  

 
∙ ∙ ∙∆

                   (24) 

                     (25) 

 
∙

                    (26) 

Evaluarea coeficientului de transfer termic radiant s-a facut utilizand relatia : 
 
 ∝ ∙ ∙ ∙                 (27) 
 

 1                   (28) 

 
Data fiind structura planului serpentinei reci si serpentinei calde, structura in 

care tevile serpentinelor sunt plasate la distante egale, intre ele fiind beton sau nisip 
temperatura curenta a acestor plane este variabila. Corespondenta intre temperatura 
medie caracteristica a acestora si temperatura  agentului termic care circula prin 
serpentina se face prin considerarea unor coeficienti de corectie Fsup corespunzator 
serpentinei reci si Finf corespunzator serpentinei calde. Expresiile acestor coeficienti 
fac apel la distanta dintre tevile consecutive ale serpentinelor, la diametrul extern al 
acestora si la conductivitatea termica a materialului dintre tevi. 

Grosimile si conductivitatile termice aferente straturilor din care este alcatuita 
infrastructura patinoarului sunt prezentate in tabelul 1 : 

  
Denumirea stratului Grosimea stratului (m) Conductivite termica (W/m.K) 

   
Gheata 0,03 2 

Beton armat 0,15 1,5 
Izolatie termica  0,03 

Sapa nisip 0,1 0,3 
 
Asa cum s-a mentionat mai inainte temperatura considerata pentru agentul 

termic din serpentina calda a fost permanent de 10 oC astfel incat sa fie asigurata 
stabilitatea termica a solului iar structura de rezistenta a placii de beton armat este in 
siguranta. Densitatea de flux termic de la planul serpentinei calde la planul serpentinei 
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reci s-a considerat ca marime parametrica luand valorile : 10, 15, 20 si 25 W/m2. Un 
alt parametru pentru care s-a realizat analiza a fost distanta intre tevile succesive ale 
serpentinei calde pentru care s-au considerat valorile : 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 si 0.5 m.  

Evaluarea puterii electrice aferente masinii frigorifice de realizare si intretinere 
a stratului de gheata al patinoarului s-a facut pe baza puterii termice necesar a fi 
absorbita la vaporizator, VP si a eficientei energetice de refrigerare, EER. Pista 
patinoarului s-a considerat avand o suprafata Spatinoar = 1800 m2. Daca VP, depinde de 
fluxurile termice descrise in amanuntime mai inainte, eficienta energetica a masinii 
frigorifice depinde de temperaturile mediilor rece si cald si de randamentele izentropic 
si electric. Procedura de evaluare efectiva este descrisa in [3].  

Ceea ce este important din punct de vedere al lucrarii de fata este insa faptul ca 
daca o cota din puterea absorbita la vaporizator se datoraza intretinerii termice a 
solului pe care este amplasat patinoarul, atunci acesteia ii corespunde o cota din 
puterea electrica totala a masinii frigorifice, si s-a considerat ca aceasta cota este 
proportionala cu cota de putere corespunzatoare fluxului termic primit de serpentina 
rece de la serpentina calda asa cum este descris de relatia (22).  

Pe baza puterii electrice absorbite de motorul masinii frigorifice din retea s-a 
stabilit in consecinta puterea electrica corespunzatoare fluxului termic intre cele doua 
serpentine si in continuare energiile electrice corespunzatoare acestora : 

24 ∙ _ ∙                              (28) 

Si : 

 _ 24 ∙ _ ∙ _                  (29) 

Corespunzator setului de densitati de flux termic inferioare considerat (10, 15, 
20 si 25 W/m2) s-au stabilit atat puterile electrice aferente fluxului intre cele 2 
serpentine cat si grosimea necesara a stratului de izolatie termica si a volumul stratului 
de izolatie aflat sub placa de beton armat. Asa cum s-a mentionat, un parametru 
analizat a fost si distanta intre tevile consecutive ale serpentinei calde.  

In fig. 3 se prezinta corelatia rezultata intre volumul izolatiei termice cu cota de 
energie electrica consumata, aferenta fluxului termic inferior adica cel care se 
transmite de la planul serpentinei calde catre planul serpentinei reci care realizeaza 
mentinerea stratului de gheata. Se observa ca scaderea grosimii stratului de izolatie si 
deci implicit a volumului total al izolatiei conduce la necesitatea unui consum sporit de 
energie electrica la masina frigorifica care realizeaza racirea solei din serpentina rece 
din stratul de beton support al stratului de gheata. Un parametru mai putin important, 
insa analizat, a fost distanta dintre tevile consecutive ale serpentinei calde, care 
functioneaza pentru intretinerea stratului de sol aflat sub pista patinoarului.   
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Fig. 3 

Astfel o corelatie realizata intre volumul izolatiei termice si energia electrica 
anuala aferenta fluxului termic inferior intre cele doua serpentine are forma : 

 _ 5189,9 ∙ _
, 	                (30) 

Aceasta corelatie este realizata pentru o distanta intre tevile consecutive ale 
serpentine calde de 20 cm. Costul unui m3 de izolatie termica este de cca. 200 lei, iar costul 
unui kWh  de energie electrica este de 0,8 lei daca se tine seama si de taxele aferente.  

 

Fig. 4 
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In fig. 4 se prezinta situatia costurilor de investitie si exploatare rezultate pentru 
cele 5 grade de izolare termica considerate pentru stratul de izolatie plasat sub stratul 
de beton care inglobeaza serpentina rece. Mai precis clasele de costuri de investitie in 
izolatia termica notate : Cinv_1, …, Cinv_5 corespund unor grosimi de izolatie de la 
10 cm la 2 cm. Dupa cum se observa din fig. 4 investitia putin mai mare in volumul de 
izolatie termica plasat sub placa pistei patinoarului se recupereaza in cel mult 1,2 ani 
din economia de energie electrica aferenta consumata.   

4. Concluzii 

Obiectivul lucrarii a fost ca in cadrul solutiei de intretinere a solului aflat sub 
pista patinoarului sa se stabileasca o corelatie intre volumul (grosimea) stratului de 
izolatie necesar si costurile aferente cresterii consumului de energie electrica aferent 
masinii frigorifice care raceste stratul de gheata. S-au estimat atat fluxurile termice 
superioare cat si fluxul termic inferior de la serpentina calda catre serpentina rece si s-a 
evaluat puterea electrica totala si cota de putere electrica aferenta fluxului termic 
inferior si in continuare energiile electrice anuale consumate.  

Pe baza corelatiei stabilite intre volumul izolatiei termice si cresterile de energie 
electrica omoloage a rezultat in mod evident ca un strat de izolatie putin mai gros de 
cca. 8-10 cm se recupereaza in maxim 1,2 ani de exploatare a pistei patinoarului. Sigur 
ca in situatia functionarii unei perioade mai scazute din an durata de recuperare creste 
putin insa nu va depasi cca. 2 ani.    

La fel cum s-a cautat in cadrul lucrarii de fata stabilirea unei echilibru optim 
intre grosimea de izolatie termica necesar a fi montata sub stratul de beton care 
inglobeaza serpentina rece, si consumul de energie aferent al masinii frigorifice, tot asa 
se poate pune problema stabilirii unui echilibru optim intre gradul de izolare termica al 
cladirii patimoarului si consumul de energie aferent fluxurilor termice superioare de la 
aerul interior si de la suprafata interioara a anvelopei cladirii, avand in vedere ca acesta 
reprezinta cota de baza a fluxului termic absorbit de vaporizatorul masinii frigorifice 
(peste 90%) 

  

Lista de Notatii 

sup – densitatea de flux termic superior primit de serpentina rece, W/m2; 
inf – densitatea de flux termic inferior primit de serpentina rece, W/m2; 
total – densitatea de flux termic total primit de serpentina rece, W/m2; 
cv – densitatea de flux termic superior primit prin convectie de suprafata 

stratului de gheata, W/m2; 
rd – densitatea de flux termic superior primit prin radiatie de suprafata stratului 

de gheata, W/m2; 
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vp – flux termic total absorbit la vaporizatorul masinii frigorifice, W; 
PEL – puterea electrica absorbita de masina frigorifica, W; 
PEL-inf – cota inferioara din puterea electrica absorbita de masina frigorifica, W; 
Enel – energia electrica anuala consumata de masina frigorifica a pistei 

patinoarului, MWh; 
Enel_inf – cota de energie electrica anuala consumata de masina frigorifica a 

pistei patinoarului, aferenta fluxului termic inferior serpentinei reci, MWh; 
Vol_iz – volumul izolatiei termice plasate sub stratul de beton care inglobeaza 

serpentina rece, m3; 
cv – coeficientul de transfer termic convectiv la suprafata stratului de gheata, 

W/m2.K; 
rd – coeficientul de transfer termic radiant la suprafata stratului de gheata, 

W/m2.K; 
ti – temperatura ambientala in zona de deasupra stratului de gheata, unde se 

patineaza, oC; 
tr – temperatura caracteristica anvelopei incintei patinoarului, oC; 
tgs – temperatura stratului de gheata la suprafata, oC; 
tg – temperatura medie a stratului de gheata, oC; 
tsup – o temperatura rezultanta superioara, oC; 
tsr – temperatura medie a agentului termic din serpentina rece, oC; 
Tr – temperatura absoluta caracteristica anvelopei incintei patinoarului, K; 
Tgs – temperatura absoluta a stratului de gheata la suprafata, K; 
Rcv_rd – rezistenta termica rezultanta superioara, m2.K/W; 
Rcd_g – rezistenta termica conductiva aferenta stratului de gheata, m2.K/W; 
Rcd_bs – rezistenta termica conductiva aferenta zonei superioare a stratului de 

beton in care este inglobata serpentina rece, m2.K/W; 
Rcd_bi – rezistenta termica conductiva aferenta zonei inferioare a stratului de 

beton in care este inglobata serpentina rece, m2.K/W; 
Rsup – rezistenta termica totala a zonei superioare planului serpentinei reci, 

m2.K/W; 
Rcd_iz – rezistenta termica conductiva aferenta stratului de izolatie termica, 

m2.K/W; 
Rcd_ns – rezistenta termica a zonei superioare a stratului de nisip, m2.K/W; 
Rinf – rezistenta termica totala a zonei dintre planul serpentinei reci si planul 

serpentinei calde, m2.K/W; 
g – grosimea stratului de gheata, m; 
bs – grosimea stratului de beton superior planului serpentinei reci, m; 
n – grosimea stratului de nisip care inglobeaza serpentina calda, m; 
g – conductivitatea termica a stratului de gheata, W/m.K; 
b – conductivitatea termica a stratului de beton, W/m.K; 
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n – conductivitatea termica a stratului de nisip, W/m.K; 
Spatinoar – suprafata patinoarului, m2; 
Fsup – factor de corectie a fluxului termic primit de planul serpentinei reci, -; 
Finf – factor de corectie a fluxului termic emis de planul serpentinei calde, -; 
EER – eficienta masinii frigorifice, -; 
Nu – criteriul Nusselt, -; 
Gr – criteriul Grashof, -; 
Pr – criteriul Prandtl, -; 
δ – lungime caracteristică, m; 
λ - conductivitatea termică a aerului, W/m.K; 
ν - vâscozitatea cinematică a aerului, m2/s; 
a – difuzivitatea termică, m2/s 
g – acceleraţia gravitaţională = 9.81, m/s2; 
β - coeficient de dilatare cubică la presiune constantă = 1/Tm, K-1; 
Δt – diferenţa de temperaturi fluid – perete în valoare absolută = |ti – tgs|, K; 
n – exponent = 1/3, -; 
C – constanta = 0,2, -; 
C0 = 5,67⋅10-8  – constanta Stefan-Boltzmann, W/m2.K4; 
T = t + 273,15 – temperatura absoluta, K;                     
ε – coeficientul redus de emisivitate, -; 
nr_zile = 365 – numar de zile pe an de utilizare a patinoarului, zi; 
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Abstract: The presence of harmonics in the electrical installations and in the electrical 
systems of power supply is due to the currents. Measuring the values of harmonic 
voltages and currents is very important, and the determined values must be explicitly 
specified as values of voltage and current. At present, the types of equipment that 
produce harmonics have increased so that careful consideration of the harmonics and 
their effects must be given. For this reason, the article presents an analysis of the 
electrical quantities related to the supply system for sterile speakers inside the 
Emergency Clinical Hospital for Children "Louis Țurcanu" in Timisoara. The 
measurements directly measured by the recording equipment are the currents and 
voltages, in instantaneous values, on the three phases of the input in the supply panel. 
The monitored sizes were transferred to the processing - evaluation - recording unit 
which provided information for evaluating the THD distortion factor. 
 
Keywords: harmonics, electrical installations, voltage, distortion factor, electric power 
quality 
 
Rezumat: Prezența armonicilor în instalațiile electrice și în sistemele electrice de 
alimentare se datorează curenților. Este foarte importantă măsurarea tensiunilor 
armonice şi ale curenţilor, iar valorile determinate trebuie specificate explicit ca valori 
ale tensiunii şi curentului. În prezent, tipurile de echipamente care produc armonici a 
crescut, astfel că trebuie acordată o atentă considerare armonicilor și efectelor pe care 
le generează. Din acest motiv, articolul prezintă o analiză a mărimilor electrice aferente 
sistemului de alimentare pentru boxele sterile din incinta Spitalului Clinic de Urgență 
pentru Copii, ”Louis Țurcanu”din Timișoara. Marimile masurate direct de aparatul de 
inregistrare sunt curentii si tensiunile, in valori instantanee, pe cele trei faze ale intrarii 
in tabloul de alimentare. Mărimile monitorizate au fost transferate unitatii de procesare - 
evaluare - inregistrare care a furnizat informații pentru evaluarea factorului de 
distorsiune THD. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: armonici, instalații electrice, tensiune, factor de distorsiune, calitatea 
energiei electrice 
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1. Introduction 
 
The main form of energy for powering many types of equipment, at present, is 

electricity. Consumers' electrical installations refer to their electrical receivers and 
power networks, including the corresponding connection, protection and measuring 
devices. An important condition for the proper functioning of a receiver is the 
continuity of the electricity supply [1]. Depending on the category of consumers they 
fall into, their power supply can be achieved through two independent sources, each 
one being able to provide the necessary electricity, with an additional power source 
that is not obligatory to be independent (for short periods of time. ) which can take 
over the entire required load or can only supply one. In buildings in the hospital 
category, the availability of a reliable electricity source is vital to ensure continuity of 
care. 

Power outages voltage of any duration that can lead to critical situations, are 
unacceptable. [1]. 

Measuring the electrical parameters of electrical installations, periodically or in 
monitoring applications, is important for a better understanding of the behavior of the 
entire electricity supply system with effects on improving the availability and 
reliability of the system by detecting potential problems before it occurs [2, 3]. 

In ideal electrical systems, the voltage and current curves are perfectly 
sinusoidal. In practice, non-sinusoidal currents occur if the load is non-linear with 
respect to the applied voltage. In the case of simple circuits having only resistive, 
inductive or capacitive linear loads, the current flowing is proportional to the applied 
voltage (at a certain frequency) so that if the voltage applied is sinusoidal a sinusoidal 
current will flow. If there is a reactive element in the circuit there will be a phase 
difference between the voltage curve and the current one; the power factor is low, but 
the circuit may still be linear. 

The presence of harmonics in the electrical installations and in the electrical 
systems of power supply is due to the currents. The harmonics (voltage or current) 
represent the voltage, respectively sinusoidal current, with the frequency equal to an 
integer multiple of the fundamental frequency of the supply voltage [2, 3]. 

Generally, in a three-phase system, only odd-numbered harmonics (3, 5, 7, 9) 
appear, but when they appear harmonic of rank, the existence of deficiencies in the 
system is suspected. Measuring the values of harmonic voltages and currents is very 
important, and the determined values must be explicitly specified as values of 
voltage and current. 

At present, the types of equipment that produce harmonics have increased so 
that careful consideration must be given to the harmonics and their effects [2]. 

When the amplitudes and the rank of the harmonics are known, the 
reconstruction of the distorted origin curve is and is realized by summing point by 
point of the harmonic components. However, what is difficult to achieve and 
involves cumbersome calculations is the decomposition of the deformed curve into 
harmonic components. The solution of this problem is solved by using three- phase 
analyzers that are capable of digitally recording, in real time, a three-phase curve and 
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performing analysis functions, including Fourier analysis, in order to determine the 
harmonics content. However, the functions of detecting and diagnosing problems 
generated by harmonics are still a challenge for these analysis equipment. For these 
reasons, the equipment manufacturers take measures to reduce the amplitude of the 
harmonic currents [2, 3]. 

 
2. Effects and solutions of problems caused by harmonics [2,3] 
 
There are several general problems caused by harmonics that may occur at 

the distribution level, but also at the installation level, and the effects and solutions are 
very diverse. 

 
2.1. Problems at the level of the installations determined by the harmonic 

currents: 
- overheating of the transformers; 
- inadvertent operation of the switches; 
- overloading the capacitors for power factor correction; 
- overloading the conductor from the non-working condition; 
- film effect in conductors. 
 
2.2. Problems at the level of the installations determined by the harmonic 

voltages: 
- disturbances when crossing the curves; 
- presence of harmonics. 
The presence of current and voltage harmonics implies the appearance of increased 

thermal effects, determined by the occurrence of additional losses of active power. 
 
2.3. Problems at the level of the installations determined by the harmonic 

voltages: 
- losses in PCu conducting material; 
- losses in PFe magnetic materials; 
- losses in dielectric Pd. 
- additional losses in the conductive material due to the increase of the effective 

value compared to the pure sinusoidal regime or to the increase of the electrical 
resistance of the conductors, taking into account its frequency dependence (the film 
and proximity effect); 

- additional losses in magnetic materials that occur due to hysteresis and the 
existence of turbulent currents. 

 
2.4. Overvoltages at network nodes or equipment terminals 
- resonance on voltage harmonics; 
- increasing the potential of the neutral point for star connections of 

transformers or other receivers; 
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2.5. Overcurrent in three phase electrical networks (RET) 
- the current resonance in the circuits of the electricity consumers; 
- overloading the null circuit of the three-phase networks. For example, if the 

harmonic phase current represents 60% of 
the phase current, it will determine, at the neutral conductor level, a harmonic 

current of 180% of the phase current. Measurements made in commercial spaces 
indicate values of the order of 150 up to 210% of the phase current in neutral 
conductors, often with a half-section from the active conductor. 

 
2.6. Effects of harmonics on equipment in electrical networks 
The presence of harmonics has effects on: 
- three-phase transformers due to the losses through Foucault currents that 

increase with the square of the harmonic rank and result in the increase of the 
temperature which leads to a drastic reduction in the life of the transformers. On the 
other hand, the harmonics with multiple ranks of 3 are effectively absorbed by the 
winding of the transformers not propagating for supply and generating effects such 
as: increase of the active power losses in the conductive material and the magnetic 
materials, the increase of the electrical demands of the insulations, additional 
mechanical demands and not lastly increases of the value of the distortion factor 
of the current. 

All these effects generated by the presence of harmonics, can lead to the 
decrease of the efficiency of the transformation of the electrical energy having also a 
negative influence on the mode and the operating regimes. 

- the operation of the rotary machines due to additional losses in the 
conductive material and in the magnetic materials, generating the increase of the 
temperature of the coils and the magnetic core, due to interactions between the 
magnetic flux determined by the fundamental and the one determined by the higher 
harmonics, due to the changes of the torque of the electric machine which leads to the 
reduction of the efficiency rotary machines 

- electronic equipment that may constitute polluting sources for the network to 
which they are connected, due to the specific way of modifying the controlled 
quantities (adjustment, phase, duration adjustment, etc.). Applying a non-sinusoidal 
voltage to the terminals of these equipments leads to the modification of their 
technical characteristics, with negative effects on the controls and improper operation 
of the equipment due to the multiple zero crossings of the voltage curve due to the 
harmonic distortion, increasing or reducing the amplitude of the voltage curve (the 
effect for sharpening or flattening the curve). 

- the operation of the switches and fuses due to the distortion of the electric 
current which leads to the increase of the losses of active power, the reduction of the 
efficiency of the devices of extinguishing of the electric arc, accidental trigger and 
noise due to the commutation, and regarding the operation of the fuses the additional 
fuses sensitive to the heating superior, there is a translation of the operating 
characteristic, and in very severe cases, an accidental operation. 

In addition to the above, periodic non-sinusoidal regimen may also have effects 
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of the following type: 
- electromagnetic disturbances in the TN-C distribution schemes (where the 

earth and neutral have combined - PEN) causing significant voltage drops that cause 
corrosion of the metal parts, the abnormal charge of an electromagnetic bond and 
radiation; 

- influences on the protection relays depending on the amplitude and phase of 
the harmonics; 

- influences on measuring devices resulting in relatively large errors (positive 
and negative), depending on the type of the device; 

- disturbances at the zero crossing of the curves that lead to malfunctions when 
there are harmonics or transient phenomena at the power level, so the number of zero 
crossings increases. 

 
3. Analysis of the electrical quantities related to the electricity supply of the 

sterile speakers at the “Louis Țurcanu” Emergency Hospital in Timișoara 
 
As a result of the rehabilitation of the spaces related to the sterile 

speakers inside the Emergency Clinic Hospital for Children "Louis Turcanu" in 
Timisoara, in order to improve the availability and reliability of the electricity supply 
system, by detecting the potential problems before it appears, it was considered 
necessary to analyze the electrical parameters of the network and the distribution of 
powers on the three phases by carrying out direct measurements. The measured and 
monitored quantities (currents and voltages) using the FLUKE 435 network analyzer 
were measured in instantaneous values, on the three phases of the input in the power 
supply panel, after which they were transferred to the processing - evaluation - 
recording unit that provided information for the evaluation of the THD distortion 
factor [4, 5]. 

The monitoring of the electrical measurements was carried out between 
10.10.2016 (10:28:41 am) - 12.10.2016 (10:20:11 am) [5]. 

Based on the recorded values, analyzes of the voltages were performed on the 
three phases and on the null, as (Figure 1) and on the harmonic spectrum of the 
currents on the three phases and on the null (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Variation of voltages on the three phases and on the null 

 

In figure 1, the values of the voltages are represented on the abscissa, and the 
ordinate indicates the date and time of the measurements (eg: 10-10, 12 o'clock). 

The values shown in figure 1 indicate the measurements made in the terval 
10.10.-12.10 from 6 in 6 hours. A measurement interval was set at 30 s and the curves 
were drawn: Normal period Min (Green), Normal period Max (Red) and Normal 
period Avg (black) which represents the average between Min and Max [5]. 

The main characteristics of the voltage at the point of supply of electricity to 
the users of the public electricity networks for the distribution of alternative voltage, 
low voltage, medium voltage and high voltage, under normal operating conditions 
are specified by national and international standards [6, 7]. The characteristics are 
established for normal operating conditions, excluding periods with interruptions, the 
variations of the supply voltage should not exceed ± 10% of the declared voltage Uc. 
By convention, the threshold for starting the voltage gap is equal to 90% of the 
nominal voltage. For low voltage public networks, the standard rated voltage 
between phase conductor and neutral conductor is Un=230V or Un=400V between 
phase conductors. 
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Figure 2. Harmonic spectrum of currents on the three phases and zero 
 
In figure 2, on the abscissa are represented the harmonics, and the values of 

the distortion factor (THD) up to the rank 50, on the ordinate. Distortion factor 
represents the ratio between the actual value of all harmonics and the actual value of 
the fundamental of an alternative size. 

The THD value of the supply voltage (including all harmonics up to range 
40) must be less than or equal to 8% [6, 7]. From the analysis of the THD values in 
Figure 2, it is observed that the total harmonic distortion THDU ≤ 8% which means 
that the harmonics fall within the allowable values. 

For a correct analysis, the events of occurrence of voltage gaps were also 
recorded, events that can be seen in figure 2, but for a clearer visualization, the graph 
of these events was presented, presented in Figure 3, in which the occurrences of the 
type of voltage drops or voltage gaps were also recorded, events that can be seen in 
figure 2, but for a clearer visualization, the graph of these events was presented, 
presented in figure 3, in which the occurrences of the type of voltage drops or voltage 
gaps. 
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Figure 3. Occurrence of events during the measurements 
 
In figure 3, on the abscissa the number of goals was represented, and on the 

ordinate, the voltage interval on which the voltage drops occurred. It can be observed 
that during the measurements there were 5 voltage drops: 2 on the L2 phase and 3 on 
the L3 phase, the drops which are also visible in figure 1. Four of them are with 
duration below 100ms and one with a duration between 0, 1s and 0.5s (Figure 3). 

Voltage values recorded: 206.5V; 199.6 V; 195.1 V; 201.7 V; 198.1V were 
analyzed against the standardized value Un = 230. 

Given that voltage gaps represent temporary reductions of the actual voltage at 
one point of the power supply network below a specified threshold value, which 
coincides with the initiation of the voltage gap [6, 7], it can be concluded that the 
values of the voltage gaps registered do not exceed the permissible threshold. 

Thus, the normed and measured values for the network parameters (voltage & 
voltage harmonics) are presented in Table 1. 

 
Table 1.  

Measurement results for network parameters 
 

Parameter Standard values Measured values 

Voltage level 230 V ± 5% 
falls within the limit of 

230 V ± 5% 
Total Harmonic 

Distortion 
THDU ≤ 8% 

falls below the allowable 
limit 

 

4. Concluzii 
 
Following the measurements made it can be concluded that the measured network 

parameters are within the normal limits, the distribution of powers is relatively balanced 
on the three phases and that the depths reached by the voltage gaps being between 195.1V 
and 206.5V do not represent a danger to reliability electricity supply plant. 

Also, for the THD value of the supply voltage (including all harmonics up to the 
rank of 50) it is concluded that it is below 2%, falling below the allowable value (≤ 8%). 
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În zilele noastre preocupările pentru protecția mediului, asigurarea confortului 

și economia de energie sunt de mare importanță, dedicându-li-se fonduri, energii 
intelectuale, forțe de muncă. Lucrul acesta se întâmplă de când e lumea. Omul a folosit 
energia apei și a focului, energii care l-au dezvoltat în evoluție, ajungând ca astăzi să 
nu mai aibă limite în „dorințele” de dezvoltare. În declarațiile „oficiale” ale oficialilor, 
OMUL este în centrul tuturor activităților – (Nu suntem însă, siguri de „sinceritatea” 
acestora, văzând realitatea înconjurătoare). 

Pentru a ști ce avem de făcut, să vedem pe cine avem în vedere: În Tabelul 1se 
prezintă o estimare a evoluției populației pe Pământ, până la sfârșitul secolului XXI. 
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Tabelul 1. 
 

 
An 

 
Populație 
(miliarde) 

% din total 

EU Asia Africa
America L+ 

Caraibe 
America N.

Australia 
+Oceania 

1800 1,000 - - - - - - 

1900 1,170 - - - - - - 

1960 3,000 - - - - - - 

2010 6,916 10,7 60,2 14,9 8,6 5 0,5 

2015 7,324 10,1 59,9 15,9 8,6 4,9 0,5 

2020 7,717 9,6 59,4 17,0 8,6 4,9 0,5 

2030 8,425 8,70 58,0 19,4 8,5 4,8 0,6 

2050 9,551 7,4 54,1 25,1 8,2 4,7 0,6 

2075 10,409 6,4 48,2 32,5 7,5 4,7 0,6 

2100 10,854 5,9 43,4 38,6 6,8 4,7 0,6 

 
Obs.: 
1) Comentariile ce se pot desprinde din acest tabel sunt multe; ceea ce dorim să 

precizăm este faptul că în anul 2100, Europa va avea cu cca. 100 milioane locuitori 
mai puțin 

2) Nu credem că s-a luat în considerare, în calculul acestor estimări și migrația 
populației 

Certă este însă, nevoia de energie, este vorba de energia necesară dezvoltării 
tehnico-productive și consumului populației. În prezent energia consumată în lume se 
obține din surse clasice 85% și surse regenerabile 15%. (Consumul energetic global în 
lume la 25.02.2020, ora 21 era: 413667 MW, din care, prin surse clasice 351975 MW 
și din surse regenerabile 62792 MW. [[22]] )) 

Energia fiind motorul dezvoltării și motorul activităților de toate tipurile, pentru 
producere, se bazează pe forță de muncă. 

Tabelul 2 ilustrează importanța acordată valorificării energiilor regenerabile 
prin numărul angajaților [3,4], de unde: 

Tabelul 2. 
Tehnologie Nr. angajați Tehnologie Nr. angajați 
fotovoltaică 3.605.000 geotermal 93.500 

biocombust. lichid 2.063.100 gunoi menaj&ind. 41.100 

putere hidraulică 2.054.400 idem companii proprii 33.600 

eoliană 1.160.300 alte teh. 7.000 
încălzire/răcire solară 801.400 energ. marină 1.100 

biomasă solidă 787.100 TOTAL TH. 10.982.500 
biogaz 334.000 
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se vede că aproximativ 0,48% din forța activă de muncă (considerată în jur de 
30% din populație), este implicată în valorificarea acestora. Activitatea investițională 
în producerea energetică, prin tradiție este un atribut al statelor/ guvernelor (investitorii 
privați sunt circumspecți și foarte atenți). În graficul din figura 1. [3, 4] este ilustrat 
sprijinul guvernelor în producerea de energie electrică din surse regenerabile (date din 
2009), UE fiind un promotor/ exemplu în acest sens. 

 

 
Figura 1. Sprijin guvernamental- producere de energie electrice 

 

Realitatea ne obligă să ținem seama, nu pe lângă om, ci de OM, de corelarea cu 
mediul înconjurător, să avem în vedere dezvoltarea durabilă și sustenabilă [5], în timp 
și spațiu, din perspective ecologice, sociale, economice . 

Materialele elaborate de ONU indică anul 2050 ca moment al unei „noi” 
demografii- când 70% din populația lumii va locui în zone urbane, situație care 
impune crearea/ adaptarea infrastructurii pentru a susține dezvoltarea durabilă și 
sustenabilitatea. În prezent marile concentrați urbane – vezi Tabelul 3. – sunt „mai 
departe” de Europa. 

 
Tabelul 3. 

Orașul Țara Nr. de locuit. (milioane) 
Tokio Japonia 37,73 

Changqing China 31,44 
Jakarta Indonezia 26,60 

New York SUA 25,93 
Seul Corea de Sud 24,50 

Ciudat de Mexico Mexic 23,30 
Beijing China 22,00 
Mumbai India 21,90 

Sao Paolo Brazilia 20,85 
Moscova Rusia 14,84 
Londra Anglia 13,95 
Paris Franța 11,84 
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Ca soluție, primarul din Rio de Janeiro (6,5 mil. loc.), Eduardo Paes, indică “4 
porunci ”pentru orașul viitorului (oraș deștept): 

1. -să fie ecologic, adică să dispună de spații deschise și verzi, cu acces liber 
pentru oameni; 

2. -să facă față mobilității și integrării populației prin asigurarea transporturilor 
periurbane rapide și de mare capacitate (naveta este cronofobă); 

3. ---integrarea socială prin îmbunătățirea infrastructurii, a spațiilor comune, 
educației de calitate, asistența medicală eficientă, oportunități egale pentru cetățeni; 

4. -să folosească tehnologii moderne în guvernarea orașului , prin introducerea/ 
crearea unui centru de operațiuni fără hârțogării, arhive, fără distanțe/ deplasări, dar cu 
activitate 24/7. 

Evident că pentru toate acestea este nevoie de multă energie tehnică și 
creatoare. Sursele de energie clasică ( epuizabile), noi parțial cunoscute/nefolosibile 
încă), energie regenerabilă (de mare actualitate, inepuizabilă ), așteaptă să fie “puse la 
treabă” energia creatoare, cu componenta utilizării tehnologiilor noi se obține prin 
educația continuă și adaptată la noi cerințe. 

În acest material dăm atenție energiei, cu înțelesul său comun (fizic), capabil să 
producă lucru mecanic la trecerea dintr-o fază în alta. 

Referindu-ne la situația din Europa (mai precis la Uniunea Europeană) [3], 
producția de energie, pe surse valorificabile, este prezentă în figura 2, iar cea din surse 
regenerabile (conform Eurostat) în figura 3. 

 

 

Figura 2. Surse de energie 
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Figura 3. Surse regenerabile 
 
Pentru moment se constată o rămânere în urmă semnificativă în ceea ce privește 

asigurarea energiei din surse regenerabile a UE față de media mondială, (circa 
jumătate). De asemenea, dezechilibre majore sunt între țările membre. (Continuăm/ 
perseverăm în speranța atingerii unei echități performante, de echilibru, cu eforturi/ 
înțelegeri a eforturilor colective). 

Referindu-ne la sursele de energie „neconvenționale”/ regenerabile, nu putem 
omite: 

1) Economia de energie (mai vechea „eliminare a risipei”), 
2) Modernizarea/ retehnologizarea echipamentelor și instalațiilor (să nu fie o 

utopie dotarea „în premieră” a țărilor mai slab dezvoltate cu tehnologii-echipamente, 
instalații etc. modern unde producătorii/țările puternice industrializate să facă analize 
ale eficacității, care să stea la baza noilor realizări, precum și soluția muncii în comun 
în folosul global). 

În România energia regenerabilă are un trecut glorios (dacă este să amintim 
doar plutăritul, morile cu apă, piuile de spălat, băile termale, ghețăriile, producerea 
mangalului etc), un prezent instabil, cam la voia întâmplării (fără programe naționale 
coerente și sustenabile ) și un viitor pe care ni-l dorim (și încercăm să-l facem) 
încurajator. 

Energiile regenerabile fiind viabile datorită reducerii amprentei de carbon, 
existenței permanente (deși cu variații ciclice), absenței efectelor negative, trebuie să 
se bucure de o atenție specială din partea tuturor factorilor de decizie, legislativi și 
tehnici. În prezent energia regenerabilă constituie 30% din totalul energiei utilizate [7], 
mare parte datorându-se hidroenergiei; în momentul de față producția de energie 
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regenerabilă în România echivalează cu 6550 ktep și un potențial de 8000 ktep rămâne 
neexploatat. Citându-l pe Adrian N. Ionescu [8], România este pe locul 7 în UE la 
ponderea consumului de energie regenerabilă. În figura 4 se prezintă situația (fără 
valori, doar calitativ) a producției de energie regenerabilă. 

 

 

Figura 4. Asigurarea energiilor regenerabile în România 
 

Încă un aspect al utilizării energiilor regenerabile, pe lângă valorificare, este cel 
al pregătirii sursei. Luând ca exemple două surse regenerabile importante (valoroase 
prin „consumul/ valorificare lor”) - deșeurile lemnoase și gunoaiele menajere-care 
presupun lucrări/activități, respectiv cheltuieli / investiții financiare și organizatorice 
serioase înainte de valorificare. 

Se necesită o selectare primară, prelucrare transport, depozitare ( pe perioade 
diferite de timp). Toate acestea nu pot fi lăsate în seama producătorilor de energie. 
Aici trebuie să intervină sistemul legislativ care să asigure salubrizarea locațiilor, 
zonelor de agrement și turism, etc., a depoluării. Această necesitate nu este doar de 
„jure” ci trebuie să fie și de “facto” prin înființarea de servicii/firme funcționale, 
facilități, susținere, subvenții (până când sistemele se “pun pe roate”). 

Asociațiilor profesionale ar trebui să li se acorde importanța și respectul cuvenit 
prin consultarea (la toate nivelurile- agenții naționale, comisii parlamentare, ș.a.m.d.) 
la elaborarea directivelor, hotărârilor, ordonanțelor, legilor. 
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Abstract. North Algeria is very subject landslide Geo-phenomena, which causes each 
year very serious infrastructure damages and human lives. In order to estimate these 
damages and assess the effects of landslides on current development plans or future 
development programs, the analysis of the consequences seems like a very important 
criterion. Numerous approaches developed over the last decade, which have encountered 
difficulties in application, due to the lack of data on historical damage. This article 
presents a quantitative study of the potential consequences, based on GIS mapping in the 
Tizi ouzou area. The proposed methodology comports two principal stages ; the first 
identifies in a statistical way (Multiple correspondence analysis MCA) the correlations 
between the categories of exposed elements (land use, infrastructure, human) and the 
second phase consists in evaluating and mapping the damage potential of these elements 
using the technology of geographical information 
 

Key words: landslide; multiple correspondence analysis MCA; consequence analysis; 
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1. Introduction 

Global statistics as well as local statistics show that the damage caused by the 
landslide phenomenon has increased in recent years (Alexander, 2000). Evaluating the 
degree of this damage of a given type and volume gives notion about the study of the 
consequences. The Landslide consequence assessment is very important for on-going and 
future planning (emergency or land use) exercises and its application is useful further less 
developed component of quantitative landslide risk assessment.  It is a way of measuring 
which people, facilities and resources are potentially vulnerable, where they are located 
and what might be the strategy to reduce this vulnerability (Puisant et al., 2006). It is 
defined as the result or potential result of a risk element resulting from a landslide 
expressed qualitatively or quantitatively, in terms of loss, disadvantage or gain, injury or 
loss of life (Glade and Crozier 2005, Puissant et al 2013). It is described as the process of 
describing and quantifying the relationship between exposures to a risk agent and the 
adverse health and/or environmental consequences that result from such exposures. 

The advice that precious consequence assessment, that consider best available 
information accurately and transparently, will improve the decision-making, and will 
inform risk assessors of the breadth of methodologies used. Additionally, improved 
consequence assessments using better-defined approaches, will allow public to 
understand the landslide making process and gives for more consistent, repeatable 
results (Dale and Sam, 2005). 

Consequence assessment can make use of (1) equations taken from professional 
literature, (2) numerical charts calculated from equations or from experimental data 
and (3) software models. Three categories of methods to evaluate landslide 
consequences have been developed in recent years by several researchers (Malet et al 
2015). Léone et al. (1996), Maquaire et al. (2004), Bonnard et al. (2004), Glade (2003) 
and Malet et al. (2005) provide detailed summaries of such methods. The choice of the 
analysis method, more or less complex, depends above all on the scale of study. In 
most cases, a pure quantitative assessment (based on a detailed calculation of the value 
and vulnerability of the exposed elements) is difficult because the damage databases 
are scarce or not detailed enough. for this purpose, several other authors have preferred 
the empirical analytical approach based on a relative evaluation of the value of the 
elements exposed (Malet et al 2015, Puissant et al., 2013) or others that use expert 
approaches based on identification (map, photography, aerial) of homogeneous 
sensitive areas and key issues. It is only recently that there has been some progress 
concerning the Quantitative Consequences and Risks Assessments by Leroi 1996, 
Amatruda et al., 2004, Bell and Glade, 2004, Puissant et al., 2013. While qualitative 
methods rely mostly on subjective judgment, quantitative methods aim to evaluate 
losses due to landslides quantitatively for the probability of occurrence of a 
catastrophic event. Being reproducible and objective, quantitative methods for 
landslide risk assessment have received increased focus (Erener and Düzgün, 2012). 
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Because of the lack of complete landslide inventory maps and oversimplifications 
related to landslide influencing factors and triggers (Van Westen et al. 2006; Guzzetti 
et al., 2005; Erener and Düzgün, 2012), it is difficult to make temporal predictions of 
landslide occurrence (Erener and Düzgün, 2012). In addition, satellite imagery or 
aerial photography can give only a limited number of parameters, the use of the 
statistical approach that collects data for a reference (predefined rendering unit) and 
which must take into account the functional aspects and describe the socio-economic 
dimension of the areas covered is required. Landslide statistics in particular on the 
damage caused, including effects on population, local and regional infrastructure, 
activity, ........etc are influenced by the accuracy of the techniques used to compile, 
map and digitize these events, or the tendency to use statistical processing methods to 
manage these damages and extract the correlations between the various elements at 
risk. The considerable amount of quantitative and qualitative statistical data is the 
scope of the multi-criteria analysis (S. Chakhar, 2003). This leads us to implement a 
quantitative method that relies on the relative statistical evaluation of each element 
exposed to assess the consequence and using the GIS tools.  

Frequent use of GIS refers to spatial decision making. Indeed, GIS, through its 
capacity in the storage, management, analysis, modeling and display of spatially 
referenced data, presents itself as the most appropriate tool for understanding spatial 
decision problems.  Nevertheless, the current GIS technology still suffers from several 
shortcomings, due in large part to a lack of analytical capabilities capable of 
supporting the multi-criteria nature of spatial problems. Since the CMA clearly offers 
several decision-making advantages when conflicting interests must be taken into 
account, it provides the necessary support to fill these gaps. The most widely used 
solution to evolve GIS into a real decision-making tool is to couple it with operational 
research tools and in particular with multi-criteria analysis (GIS-AMC integration 
strategy). This strategy makes it possible to better engage in the analysis of the 
phenomena of landslide.  

2. Methodology 

In the adopted methodology, combining the identification of the exposure elements 
at risk (EAR) and their damage value led to evaluate landslide potential consequences 
damages (Maquaire et al., 2004, Puissant et al.,2006). A mathematical model developed 
with the use of the resulting contribution of each element by a statistical Multiple 
Corresponding Analysis (AMC). Landslide potential consequences is expressed in classes 
form instead of a numerical size (Maquaire et al., 2004). The process takes place in three 
main phases shown in figure 1: (i) identification of the element at risk exposure (ii) 
potential consequence assessment and (iii) consequence zoning. 

The first step is to define Element at risk exposure (the probable affected elements by 
the landslide phenomena, such as properties, inhabitants, or environment). The 
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landslides consequences of and risk depend on the elements nature presents in a region 
(Alexander 2005, Corominas et al., 2014).  

The list of elements at risk exposure is necessary to assess the potential consequence and 
elaborating consequence map, a typology of the main element at risk observed in a region 
is evaluated.  Buildings, roads, land use, population and infrastructure were considered for 
the analysis (Malet et al., 2015, Puissant et al., 2006; Erener and Düzgün, 2012). 

 
Fig.1. Process used to evaluate landslide consequences. 
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The data useful for the analysis of the potential consequences were collected and 
treated in table 1 by distinguishing three consequence categories of exposed at risk 
elements with inspiration from Westen et al. 2008, which appear as the most revealing 
and probabilistic of the stakes (Léone et al., 1996):  
 Land use / occupation (LU): This category includes land use, which is a 

physical description of the observed area of the land surface (which covers the 
land) and land use, which is the functional size that refers to the description of 
the areas according to their socio-economic purpose (Gregorio and Jansen 
1997, Malet et al 2015). This information can be compiled by means of surveys 
or censuses and / or by the data already collected in the administrative and 
statistical registers, especially on urbanized areas (POS reports). The land use 
classes used for the consequence analysis show 5 classes due to lack of 
information on land property values. 

 Infrastructures (INF): this category includes (a) buildings that are a permanent 
place of residence (building, detached house) or not permanent (place of 
commercial activity, industrial), particular monuments (mosques, cemeteries), 
etc ...; (b) network infrastructure (electricity, gas, water) as well as sanitation 
and drinking water networks; (c) principal road network (highway, national 
road); (d) secondary road network (wilaya or communal road) and (e) all that 
port / airport and these parking.  

 Human or population (HUM): regroups peoples in their physical integrity 
which is subdivided into 4 classes; a human catastrophe in which a significant 
number of life lost to the liver, some deaths, only injuries that have been 
hospitalized and finally a population at risk that includes a group of people who 
have been evacuated or not yet and who are at risk as a ruin of their homes, 
workplace or traffic. 

Table 1. Element at risk parameters for each consequence category 

Consequence categories 
Design 
value 

Element at risk parameter 

Land use / occupation 
(LU) 

1 Urban area 
2 Agricultural area 
3 Forest area 
4 Water zone 
5 Industrial Zone 

Infrastructure 
(INF) 

1 Building and construction 
2 Main road 
3 Secondary  road 
4 Networks 
5 Ports / Airport and parking 

Human  or population 
(HUM) 

1 Human disasters or several deaths 
2 Some people deaths 
3 Injuries 
4 Exposed population 
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In the inventory phase, data regarding each element at risk is gathered for the studied 
area; national registration records for living and working; real property map, electricity 
grid map...etc (Falemo and Sköld, 2011). The inventory based on interviews, previous 
investigations and events (Falemo and Sköld et al., 2014), existing cadastral databases, 
which are expensive and sometimes unaffordable, to create data bases for the 
numerous run-outs of slopes. In addition, population data may be derived from 
existing census (Erener and Düzgün, 2012). Therefore, the elements at risk used in the 
analysis, mostly depends on the availability of digital databases and the accuracy 
depends on the existing database. In this study the elements at risk was defined as 
referencing to the existing database used by Kab et al. 2018 based on census and field 
exploration. 
The elaboration of the elementary maps necessary for the analysis using GIS computer 
tool, was carried out by superposing and interpolating the BD to an inventory map of 
landslides, the latter interpolates an existing effect (damage) by considering it as a 
future event (Erener and Düzgün, 2012).  

Next step is to assessing consequence. Statistical damages indexes valuation is 
necessary to define the contribution of each element at risk, we use here AMC, which 
used to show the correlation between a set of variable (Ei) of nominal qualitative 
nature. A relative value called '"damage index'" (Ii) is obtained for each of the 
elements to value the relative importance of each stake (Puissant et al., 2006). The 
exposed elements Ei for each issue associated with their respective indices (index 
damage Ii) makes it possible using equation 1 to evaluate the potential consequences 
of a landslide for each type of consequence (CLU, CINF, CHUM): 

Ci = Ii © Ei (1) 

The elementary consequences maps are then elaborated by allocation to each layer of 
element Ei its relative damage index Ii to can be used in consequence cartography by 
SIG. A mathematical model to create a quantitative expression between the 
consequences of the element Ei. A linear combination allowed finally to a total 
potential consequence (CT) assessment. 

The spatial characterization of landslides losses or damages is very relevant and 
difficult to be measured due to its temporal and spatial variability and discontinuity 
(Noori et al, 2014).  Despite the fact that damages data can be obtained in landslides 
networks by aerial photographs and topographic maps, they are still considered as a 
point estimating of collected data for each single landslide occurred. Thus, estimating 
damages distribution within an area from collected data remains a problem of 
interpolation (Noori 2014). Therefore, we proceed to develop the various damages 
maps of the exposed elements at risk using the IDW method, which involves the 
process of evaluating values to the unknown points using values from a dispersed 
number of known points site. It is adopted by Li and Heap, 2008; Gooverts 2000; 
Noori et al., 2014; Naoum and Tsanisis, 2004; Dirks et al.,1.998; Chu et al, 2008; and 
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Noori 2014 who shows that this method is the better and the less computationally 
demanding that can be used to provide a great resolution without interpolation. 

The damage indices Ii will be assigned to the elements at risk maps Ei to elaborate 
elementary consequences maps Ci. Then these elementary consequences maps will be 
combined in ArgisGIS to obtain as results the total consequence CT map.  
This mapping requires a damage scale classification for different levels according to 
table 2. 

The consequence class values were based on an existing consequence classification 
system previously applied  by Berggren et al., 1991;  Alén et al., 2000; Hultén et al, 
2007; Andersson-Sköld et al.2014 .  

The resulting landslide consequence map, displaying the resulting consequence 
classes, illustrates the estimated loss should a landslide (Andersson-Sköld and Falemo, 
2014) directly affect that entire cell. 

Table 2. The consequence class values 

Classes 
Consequences 
values 

Consequence 

Level 1 C0 Negligible or Very low 
Level 2 C1 Low 
Level 3 C2 Medium 
Level 4 C3 High 
Level 5 C4 Very high 

3. Landslides inventory and elements at risk  

In this study, we apply the proposed method for one of the most exposed area to 
landslides in Algeria, which is the Wilaya of Tizi ouzou (figure1). Overall, this wilaya 
is about 135 088 of population in 2008 with great of loss. This population varies from 
a density of about 37 inhabit. /km2 in ZEKRI to 1320 inhabit. /km2 in the Municipality 
of Tizi-Ouzou. A number of 197,410 ordinary and collective households (an average 
of 5.7 persons per household) per dispersal area shows: 53.28% households for 
agglomerations chief towns, 38.68% households for secondary agglomerations and 
80.19%. 

Infrastructure of the wilaya includes a road network extending over 4 965 kms of 
which 12.28% national roads (N-R), 13.14% wilaya roads (W-R) and 74.58% 
communal roads (C-R) serving several villages and agglomerations in mountainous 
areas in bad conditions. This network covers in linear 4,38 kms for 1000 inhabitants 
with a density of 1.68 kms of roads for one km2 of surface. While for the port 
infrastructure, which is limited to a few old equipment on two coastal sites (Azeffoun 
and Tigzirt). For the other infrastructures the electricity network presents a rate of 
electrification of 95%; the gas network with a connection of 35 %; the Drinking Water 
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Supply is 1,998 km of supply, about 2,745 km of distribution and 145 L/d/inhabitant 
of average staffing; The sanitation is 2 100km of length including 6 sewage treatment 
plants. 

The land use / land cover is characterized by an agricultural area, which represents 
only 33% of the surface of the wilaya where its great part is located in mountainous 
area (slopes more than 12%). At the scale of the wilaya of Tizi-Ouzou, the forest cover 
extends over 112,000 ha (38% of the area), part of which is integrated into the 
Djurdjura National Park. The Wilaya also contains wetlands, the main ones being the 
SEBAOU valley and the TAKSEBT dam, the main source of drinking water in the 
Wilaya, is withdrawn from: The alluvial water of Oued Sebaou: 36% Superficial 
resources: 58% Superficial sources, water intake: 5%. The urban network which has 
been enriched, and which militated in favor of exceeding the rigid framework of the 
administrative boundaries, it is among wilayas having recorded the highest rates of 
urbanization 45.15 and Rhythm of town planning 4.26, and it is the 3 rd wilaya 
predominantly rural (strong 58.95%). 

 In the number of landslides 84 reported by Kab et al., 2018 from historical 
documents and fieldwork in the study area, during the last years localized as shown in 
the figure 2, a database construction processed according to the parameters of at risk 
(Human or population, infrastructure and land uses / cover) described into subclasses 
in table 1 is thus established for this study.   

 

Fig.2. Localization of inventoried landslides in the topographic map of Tizi ouzou region. 
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4. Statistical evaluation of potential damage indexes  

In this part, we are interested in studying the links that can exist between the 
elements at risk considered as statistical variables. A Multiple Correspondence 
Analysis (MCA) in Statistica software, covering more than two qualitative variables 
(A. Baccini, 2010), leads the statistical extraction of the correlations between the 
exposed elements. The MCA can be made from a particular data structure, called 
Burt's Table having a row and a column for each category of the studied variables. 

For the 84 landslides recorded (n = 84) and three categories of exposed elements 
(considered as a qualitative variable p = 3), the variables are taken as follows: land use 
with 5 modalities, infrastructure with 5 modalities, human with 4 modalities.  
The characterization of the three elements at risk for landslides analysis are shown in 
table 3.  

Table 3. Active nominal variables 

VARIABLES ASSOCIATED MODALITIES 
Land use / occupation: LU 4 MODALITIES 
Infrastructure: INF 3 MODALITIES 
Human: HUM 3 MODALITIES 

After launching the statistical MCA calculation, the first indication will be the active 
nominal variables, which is a recapitulation of only the variables that participated in 
the analysis (table 4). 

Table 4. Effectives for the observed variables. 

LU1 LU2 LU3 LU4 INF1 INF2 INF3 HUM2 HUM3 HUM4 Total

LU:1 5 0 0 0 3 2 0 1 3 1 15 

LU:2 0 22 0 0 6 15 1 0 21 1 66 

LU:3 0 0 28 0 3 18 7 0 28 0 84 

LU:4 0 0 0 29 3 25 1 0 29 0 87 

INF:1 3 6 3 3 15 0 0 0 14 1 45 

INF:2 2 15 18 25 0 60 0 1 59 0 180 

INF:3 0 1 7 1 0 0 9 0 8 1 27 

HUM:2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 

HUM:3 3 21 28 29 14 59 8 0 81 0 243 

HUM:4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 6 

Total 15 66 84 87 45 180 27 3 243 6 756 

Eigenvalues are used to account for the relative importance of each dimension in the 
proportion of statistical information taken into account by the solution and their 
relation to the total of these eigenvalues is called the inertia rate. These eigenvalues 
take values in the interval [1; 0].  
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The MCA analysis, shows that considering a two-dimensional solution is the most 
adequate (the first given dimension is of an eigenvalue: 0,547; inertia rate: 0.234 and 
the second given dimension is of an eigenvalue: 0,454; inertia rate: 0,194). Thus, the 
two dimensions selected make it possible to take into account 43% of the total inertia 
through a plane graphical representation interpretable in terms of distances between 
observations.  

The table 5 shows correlation reports between the initial qualitative variables and the 
main axes (Interclass variance over total variance).  
The modalities that have most influenced the construction of the axes are those with 
the highest contributions.  

Table 5. Coordinates columns and contribution to inertia. 

 
Coord. 
Dim.1 

Coord. 
Dim.2 

Masse Quality 
Relative 
Inertia 

Inertia 
Dim.1 

Cosinus² 
Dim.1 

Inertia 
Dim.2 

Cosinus² 
Dim.2 

LU:1 -3,333 0,573 0,020 0,724 0,134 0,403 0,703 0,014 0,021 
LU:2 -0,212 0,147 0,087 0,024 0,105 0,007 0,016 0,004 0,008 
LU:3 0,325 -0,928 0,111 0,483 0,095 0,021 0,053 0,210 0,430 
LU:4 0,421 0,686 0,115 0,342 0,094 0,037 0,094 0,119 0,248 
INF:1 -1,099 -0,010 0,060 0,262 0,117 0,131 0,262 0,000 0,000 
INF:2 0,273 0,357 0,238 0,505 0,041 0,032 0,187 0,067 0,318 
INF:3 0,010 -2,362 0,036 0,669 0,128 0,000 0,000 0,438 0,669 
HUM:2 -4,771 2,554 0,004 0,353 0,141 0,165 0,274 0,057 0,079 
HUM:3 0,148 0,025 0,321 0,608 0,005 0,013 0,592 0,000 0,016 
HUM:4 -3,612 -2,269 0,008 0,444 0,139 0,189 0,318 0,090 0,126 

The table 5 contains a maximum value of 0.403 (LU 3) for the first dimension and 
0.438 (INF 3). In addition, the dimensions measures for MCA are presented in the 
figure 3 where each value of element contribution to inertia is plotted in form of 
diagram. 
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Fig.3. MCA dimensions measures. 

 
From the contribution results, we conclude the damage indices for this analysis that 
will be used in our evaluation and mapping consequences, which are expressed in the 
table 6. 

Table 6. Damage indices values used for the analysis corresponding to each element at risk. 

Element at risk categories Damage indices value 
Land use / occupation "LU) 0,134 
Infrastructure "INF" 0.128 
Human  or population "HUM" 0.139 

5. Mapping landslides consequences 

In this section we proceed to establish the damages related to the phenomenon 
of landslides in the region of Tizi ouzou by combining weightening indexes to the 
exposure elements at risk. We present in this sectionthe maps of the potential 
consequences for each element at risk over these areas.  

Mapping the damages related to the occupation of soils CLU, the infrastructure CINF 
and the human loss CHUM are shown in the figure 4 and we discuss them in the contrast 
of the topographic map presented in the figure 2. 

The consequence CLU and CINF maps, shows that a high level of damage is caused in 
water exploitation zones and forests and comes last the damage on the urbanized 
zones, also we distinguished that the greatest damages is provoked on the secondary 
road infrastructures that generated on the buildings and constructions.  

This is explained by the original nature of the wilaya characterized by large expanses 
forester and rich outcrops of water that is certainly connected by most of the time by 
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road grapes which makes the human injuries, exposed population consequences (figure 
4-1) more preponderant, and is more dominant by deaths in the more urbanized zones. 

Then in Figure 5, we present the total potential landslide damage CT map over the 
studied area. The elementary consequences CLU, CINF, CHUM are analyzed and 
combined in order to elaborate the final consequence map of the association of the 
effect of different elements at risk. 

 

 

Fig. 4. (1) Land use consequence map CLU, (2) Infrastructure consequence map CINF, and 
(3)Human consequence map CHUM for the Tizi Ouzou region. 

The methodologies will be further extended, and their application to the study area will 
be finalized by testing the sensitivity of the attributes and the weights to observed 
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damage. Afterwards, the maps produced with the two methods for corresponding 
scenarios will be compared and evaluated. 

 

Fig. 5. Total consequence map CT for Tizi ouzou region. 

 The validity of the analysis is guaranteed by a plot of landslide frequencies in 
each consequence class presented in figure 6. This graph shows the percent landslide 
rates present for each class representing a certain level of damage ranging from very 
low to very high. Therefore, for an area with a high number (rate) of landslides will be 
subject to a high level of damage that is explained by the graph; therefore, an area of 
very high class of consequence (C4) has a rate of 39.29% and that of a very low class 
(C0) has a rate of 13.10%. However, concerning the moderate class area a low 
landslide frequency is observed due to the dispersal of the population and the 
infrastructure in these locations. 
 

 

Figure 6. Total consequence density graph for Tizi ouozu region. 
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6. Conclusions 

This study analysis and proposes a statistical based methodology to assess and map 
landslide consequences by the statistical calculation of an index of potential 
consequences. The proposed methodology is very appreciate due to the use of an 
existing Inventory data base to locate the very sensitive zones, and can be employed 
independently landslide hazard types and the environmental and socio-economic 
context. 
 The ability of the statistical analysis to synthesize the correlation between data, 
the multi-criteria analysis is one of the methods that identify the contribution of each 
variable; and the availability of informatics tools to generate maps led to use this 
methodology. 
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Rezumat: Modernizarea și eficientizarea energetică a clădirilor de cult impune
adoptarea soluțiilor de particularități constructiv-funcționale ale acestora precum și la
necesitatea conservării valorilor de artă adăpostite. În cadrul referatului se prezintă
soluțiile propuse pentru ventilarea/climatizarea Domului Romano-Catolic “Sfântul
Gheorghe” din Timișoara, în condiții date de încălzire prin radiații de joasă temperatură
din pardoseală.

Cuvinte cheie: climatizare, clădiri de cult, conservare artă.

Abstract: The modernization and energy efficiency of the cult buildings requires the
adoption of solutions of their constructive-functional particularities as well as the
necessity of preserving the sheltered art values. The report presents the proposed
solutions for the ventilation/air conditioning of the Roman Catholic Church "Sfântul
Gheorghe" from Timișoara, under given conditions of heating through low temperature
radiation from the floor.

Keywords: air conditioning, worship buildings, art conservation.

1. Introducere

Suprafețe și volume mari construite, disponibilități limitate de poziționare a
echipamentelor și elementelor de instalații, ocupare discontinuă a spațiului și densități
variind în limite largi, sunt caracteristici comune, de care trebuie să se țină seama la
elaborarea proiectelor de instalații în cazul clădirilor de cult.

Valorile recomandate ale parametrilor de microclimat interior sunt, pentru
temperaturi în regim de iarnă 12-15°C și în regim de vară de 20-25°C, iar pentru
umiditatea aerului 45-70%, cu o rată de aer proaspăt de 18-20 m3/h.ocupant.
Asigurarea acestor cerințe, în special în perioadele de ocupare maximă presupune
dotarea cu instalații de ventilare mecanică și de tratare a aerului cu controlul și
reglarea permanentă a parametrilor funcționali.
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2. Varianta 1

Corespunzător particularitătțlor constructiv-funcționale ale clădirii – construcție
înaltă cu volum mare și grad de ocupare ridicat și intermitent pe durate relativ reduse –
se propune adoptarea unei soluții de ventilare mecanică/climatizare zonală, sistem
“jos-sus”.

Debitul de aer a fost stabilit corespunzător cerinței maxime aferente proceselor
de eliminare a noxelor – căldură, umiditate, CO2 – degajate în perioadele de
ocupare și solicitare maximă – respectiv 300 de personae în regim de vară (Total
10400 mc/h).

Spațiul liturgic a fost împărțit în două zone – “nava” și respectiv
“transept+altar” – fiecare deservită de câte două centrale de tratare de tip CIAT-CLUB
40 – tip canal, construcție orizontală H5E, amplasate la plafonul celor patru intrări
laterale.

Introducerea aerului tratat se face prin guri de refulare 40x40 cm prevăzute cu
grilă/grătar, obturate în proporție de 60%, dispuse pe canale adiacente ușilor de intrare
la cote situate pe înălțimea zonei de ocupare (figura 1).

Figura 1. Poziționarea gurilor de refulare

Centralele sunt prevăzute cu filtre, baterii electrice de încălzire, baterii de răcire
cu apă 7/12°C și ventilatoare centrifugale cu turație variabilă.

Evacuarea aerului se realizează cu același tip de ventilatoare centrifugale
(modulele M-V1) cu debite echivalente, amplasate la plafonul culoarelor de la cota
+4.50 pentru zona “transept+altar” și respectiv în balconul orgii pentru zona “navă”.
Aspirația aerului se face din altar respectiv din balconul orgii.

Vehicularea debitelor de aer se face prin canale cu secțiuni de 15x30/40 cm,
cu viteze în limita a 5.0-10.0 m/s. Viteza aerului în grilele de aspirație și de refulare
este limitată la 3.25 m/s.

Pentru alimentarea bateriilor de răcire ale centralelor de tratare s-a prevăzut,
în scopul scurtării circuitrelor hidraulice, cuplarea acestora cu grupuri de răcire
individuale de tip AQUALIS-50T cu putere frigorifică unitară de 12.1 kW, amplasate
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la nivelele superioare, cu legături hidraulice de lungime redusă.
În cazul în care grupul de producere a apei reci și circuitele hidraulice se pot

amplasa în pod, poate fi luată în considerare și această variantă centralizată, respectiv:
grup tip S250 cu condensare cu aer având Pfrig = 47.7 kW; Pel = 19.8 kW; Qapă
min/max = 5/11.5 mc/h – cu rețea inelară Φ50/65 mm.

Posibilitățile de reglare a parametrilor funcționali ai echipamentelor prevăzute,
permit adaptarea automată a regimului de lucru în funcție de modificarea
microclimatului interior.

În cazul în care se optează pentru utilizarea centralelor de tratare numai în
regim de vară pentru răcirea aerului, se poate adopta varianta H6 numai cu baterie de
răcire în loc de H5E.

Pentru desfumare, se consideră câte o gură de evacuare la 320 mp deserviți,
cu debit instalat de 1 mc/s/100 mp. Se propun trei guri echipate cu ventilatoare
de desfumare tip CIAT-VL630 cu debit nominal de 3.0 mc/s, montate orizontal la
sol în exterior, amplasate în zona “navei” și unul în zona “transept+altar”.

Introducerea se asigură mecanic prin intermediul centralelor de tratare și natural
prin ușile de acces (în limita a 60% din debitul evacuat).

Dacă se considera necesar, se pot suplimenta debitele de introducere cu
ventilatoare similar celor de desfumare montate în exterior/pod.

3. Varianta 2

În cea de-a doua variantă se propune deservirea distinctă a spațiului liturgic și
a celui destinat asistenței prin intermediul a două centrale de tratare a aerului de tip
CDFP-40 cu debite instalate de 4000-7500 m3/h, amplasate în podul edificiului

Alimentarea acestora cu agent termic necesar – după caz apă caldă 75/60°C sau
apă rece 7/12°C – se face printr-o rețea comună, racordată alternativ la sursa
reversibilă CIAT COOLER ITC 195 amplasată, de asemenea, în pod.

Aspirația aerului interior se realizează prin intermediul a câte două grile dispuse
simetric în plafonul zonelor deservite, iar recircularea prin canale verticale amplasate
la stâlpi în zona altarului și respectiv a accesului principal.

Distribuția în zona de ocupare, prevăzută cu bănci, se face prin intermediul
mobilierului adaptat corespunzător (figura 2). Pachetele de bănci sunt racordate la un
canal median poziționat pe pardoseală.

Figura 2. Adaptarea mobilierului pentru varianta propusă
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În zona destinată serviciului religios, agentul este distribuit prin grile de
introducere, poziționate pe canale verticale, la două nivele – 0,70 m și 2.00 m.

Comparativ cu prima soluție, în care alimentarea se face 100% cu aer
proaspăt, această variantă prezintă avantajul recuperării parțiale a energiei termice.

4. Breviar de calcul

4.1. Zone deservite – necesar de aer proaspăt

Zonă deservită Suprafața
[mp]

Necesar de aer proaspăt
[mc/h] Instalat

[mc/h]pe mp total

NAVA
-zona bănci

-capele laterale
-tribuna orgă

421.40
60.00
54.80

12
3
6

5056.80
180.00
328.80 6000

TRANSEPT
-spațiu liturgic
-capele laterale

178.60
76.80

12
6

2143.20
460.80 4400

ALTAR 189.00 6 1134.00

TOTAL 980.60 ~10 9303.60 10440

4.2. Parametri de microclimat interior impuși
 Temperatura aerului: iarna +12°C; vara +21°C
 Umiditatea aerului: 40-65%
 Concentrația de CO2 în aer: 1.50 g/mc

4.3. Grad de ocupare – Degajări noxe
 Număr maxim de ocupanți: 300 persoane
 Degajări:
‐ căldură = 131 W/ocupant → Q = 39300 W
‐ CO2 = 35 g/h → YCO2 = 10500 g/h
‐ umiditate = 0.0658 kg/h.pers → G = 19.77 kg/h

‐ pentru temperatura aerului interior: vara 21°C
‐ caldura latenta: 47 W/pers

4.4. Parametrii de calcul ai aerului
 Interior
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‐ Temperatura ti = 21°C ≤ tev + 5 = 31.2°C
‐ Umiditate Xi = 7.5 g/kg aer uscat
‐ Densitate ρaer = 1.20 kg/mc
‐ Entalpia hi = 39 kJ/kg

 Exterior
‐ Temperatura medie zilnică:
tem = 24.7°C
‐ Temperatura de calcul vara:
tev = tem + cAz = 24.7 + 4 = 28.7°C
‐ Umiditate Xe = 19%; Xe = 5 g/kg aer uscat
‐ Densitate ρe = 1.16 kg/mc
‐ Entalpia hi = 41 kJ/kg

4.5. Necesarul de aer proaspăt
Funcție de:
 Aport specific: d = 20 mc/h.pers →

Lnec = N∙d = 300∙20 = 6000 mc/h

 Ritmul de împrospătare: n = 0.5∙Vol/h → Lnec=n∙V=n∙S∙H=0.5∙980.6∙18 =
8825.4 mc/h

 Eliminarea excesului de căldură din zona de ocupare: Q=39.3 kW∙3600
kJ/Kwh=141480 kJ/j=10833 kg/h=9381 mc/h

 Eliminarea excesului de umiditate:

kg/h = 6090 mc/h

 Eliminarea degajărilor de CO2:

7368 kg/h = 6244 mc/h

Se adoptă debitul de 10400 mc/h superior cerinței maxime (9381 mc/h).

4.6. Parametrii constructiv-funcționali ai echipamentului
Se propune adoptarea a patru centrale de tratare a aerului tip CLIMACIAT-

CLUB H5E.
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U
ni

tă

ți M
ăr

im
e

Dimensiuni Debit
[mc/h]

Putere termică
[kW]

Temperatura
ieșire aer

Încălzire Răcire Cald Rece

4 40 940x380x310 4000 24 18.7 28 15.8

Total putere termică 78.0 59.6

Ventilatoare evacuare – CLIMACIAT-CLUB-Modul orizontal CV1.

Unitati Marime Dimensiuni Debit [mc/h]
4 40 560x380x310 4000

Grup apa rece și pompă de căldură reversibilă tip AQUALIS

U
ni

t.

M
ăr

im
e

Dimensiuni

Putere [kW] Debit apă
[mc/h]

Tapă
[°C]

fr
ig

or
ifi

că

ab
so

rb
ită

no
m

in
al

m
in

4 50T 1035.25x448.5x1287.4 12.09 3.6 1.98 1.5 7/12

Pfrig.total = 4∙12.09 = 48.36 kW > 39.3 kW degajată

Grup de pompare apă rece prin condensare cu aer Tip AQUACIAT-LDC
inclusiv grup de producere apă rece (250Z) – cu putere frigorifică 47.7 kW > 39.3 kW,
temperatura apei 7/12°C, debit de apă min/max 5-11.5 mc/h și putere electrică P =
19.8-20 kW.

5. Concluzii

Având în vedere dezavantajul sistemului de încălzire prin pardoseală – inerția
termică mare, respectiv incapacitatea adaptării rapide la cerințele funcționale
specifice bisericilor – instalațiile de climatizare propuse, în oricare dintre variante,
atenuează parțial situația, chiar dacă pe seama unui consum suplimentar de energie
primară.

Ducând mai departe ideea de modernizare și de eficientizare energetică, rămâne
deschisă alternativa producerii energiei electrice prin conversie fotovoltaică.
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Abstract: The paper presents the history of building construction development, 
possibilities of new technologies leading the construction sector to many challenges, and 
new solutions of energy systems in buildings, but of course with the complete and 
exclusive use of renewable energy sources. In the paper are presented efforts from 
building the pyramids, huts, till present smart buildings. And comment what is expected 
in the future during this century. This article presents overview of various information of 
many official and unofficial thoughts of different authors, building planners, UN statistics 
and also IT engineers and their plans regarding the development of smart cities and 
buildings and direction where may the world go in coming future. The buildings in which 
people live and work were always “smart“, for the time when they had been constructed 
and built. Centuries have passed, knowledge and experience of people have been 
developed to the present level of science and technologies, and they will continue to 
develop along with many threats that are associated with the development. Today’s smart 
buildings are the result of achieved high levels of knowledge, experience, and use of the 
state-or-the-art and science and technology. 
 
Keywords: smart buildings, buildings of the future, smart city. 
 
Rezumat: Lucrarea prezintă istoria dezvoltării construcțiilor de clădiri, posibilitățile 
noilor tehnologii care duc sectorul construcțiilor la multe provocări și soluții noi ale 
sistemelor de energie în clădiri, dar, desigur, cu utilizarea completă și exclusivă a 
surselor regenerabile de energie. În lucrare sunt prezentate eforturile de la construirea 
piramidelor, colibelor, până la prezentarea clădirilor inteligente. Articolul comentează 
ce se așteaptă în viitor în decursul acestui secol. Se prezintă o imagine de ansamblu a 
diferitelor informații despre opiniile oficiale și neoficiale ale diferiților autori, 
proiectanți de construcții, statistici UE și, de asemenea, ingineri IT și planurile acestora 
cu privire la dezvoltarea orașelor și clădirilor inteligente și direcția unde poate merge 
lumea în viitor. Clădirile în care locuiesc și lucrează oamenii au fost întotdeauna 
„inteligente” pentru perioada în care au fost gândite și construite. Au trecut secole, 
cunoașterea și experiența oamenilor au fost dezvoltate până la nivelul actual al științei și 
tehnologiilor și vor continua să se dezvolte împreună cu multe amenințări asociate 
dezvoltării. Clădirile inteligente de astăzi sunt rezultatul unor niveluri ridicate de 
cunoștințe, experiență, utilizare a cunoștințelor sau tehnicilor și a științei și tehnologiei. 
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Cuvinte cheie: clădiri inteligente, clădirea viitorului, oraș inteligent 

1. Introduction 
 
Since his first hut and cottages (Fig.1), the man has strived to make them on the 

locations that are exposed to sun but protected from too much solar radiation during 
summer, protected from wind during winter, to build them near water, to have 
natural lighting, and to have fire for heating and cooking. 

Having acquired experience and skills for building huts, then for homes made 
of soil, and later for building using stone, bricks, and concrete, houses and buildings 
were “smarter” for that time (Fig.2 first central floor heating) and this tendency has 
continued up to the present time. 

 

 
Figure 1. The prehistoric huts in Lepenski vir 

 

 
Figure 2. The first central “Roman” floor heating 

 
When buildings are “smart” i.e. they have automatic actions that the man 

integrated in buildings and programmed to be responses of technical systems in 
buildings according to his knowledge that has not reached its peak yet, and thus that 
knowledge will continue to advance and rise and buildings may become 
independently smart. There was in history a long Multi-Millenial way from the huts 
and cottages to the contemporary buildings, and it is questionable how long will be 
the current journey to the future buildings, settlements and cities. 

However, it is certain and clear that there were, and there will be, many steps 
to reach all relevant goals of the currently cientifically defined Smart City targets [2]. 
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2. The facades as a man's cloths 
 
While the man can intentionally adapt his “insulation” by appropriate selection 

of clothes, it is impossible to do the same with buildings. However, there are 
engineering solutions. Thus, it could be add one more façade and created buildings 
with “double façade”. 

However, that “second” façade is a static part of a building and it has effects 
during lower outdoor temperatures, but during other seasons, at high temperatures, it 
has not significant thermal effect, except for the sun protection (depending on local 
climatic conditions). 

In the double façade, various forms of shades, curtains, or similar devices, are 
put in the inter-space for the protection of the sun. From the constructional point of 
view, a double-façade outer envelope may be continuously extended by covering the 
total height of a building, or discontinued with breaks at each floor level. 

Disregarding the height, the inter-space is opened both at the bottom and at the 
top, thus providing the outdoor air circulation in the summer, when the temperature of 
inter-space should be as low as possible, in principle equal to the outside temperature. 
Or the openings may be closed, which is the case during the winter, in order to trap the 
air in the inter-space, which will act as an insulation layer, with the temperature above 
the outside temperature, producing lower heat losses of a building (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Double-facade constructions (left) and a wall with water flowing down 

 
3. Fasades wetting - thermoregulation 
 
During high summer temperatures the human body’s temperature is lowered by 

sweat evaporation; sweat is produced by sweat glands and the process “involves” the 
central nervous system. By copying the example of “sweating” the roof surface was 
sprinkled with water or pools with water were constructed on high buildings. 

There were also attempts to moist the façade walls, but for that purpose wall 
must be specially processed if it is not totally of glass. 

This effect was applied to a large glass façade of the British Pavilion at the 
World Expo 1992, in Seville. Thus cooled façades require large amounts of water 
and the effect was primarily visual. 

A thin water layer, especially on vertical walls, is possible by using the water 
cooling system with the application of Ti02 super- hydrophilic coating, developed in 
Japan and described in the paper written by Jiang He and Akira Hoyano Water is 
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sprinkled (Fig. 4.) at the top of a wall or window flowing down the wall. 
The water is collected at the bottom into a water reservoir. This water is also 

pumped up with collected rainwater and reused for sprinkling cycles. Such technology 
produces a very thin water layer with the uniform water distribution because of Ti02 
hydrophilic coating. 

A thin water layer, especially on vertical walls, is possible by using the water 
cooling system with the application of Ti02 super- hydrophilic coating, developed in 
Japan and described in the paper written by Jiang He and Akira Hoyano Water is 
sprinkled (Fig. 4.) at the top of a wall or window flowing down the wall. 

The water is collected at the bottom into a water reservoir. This water is also 
pumped up with collected rainwater and reused for sprinkling cycles. Such technology 
produces a very thin water layer with the uniform water distribution because of Ti02 
hydrophilic coating. 

 

 
Figure 4. Piping system above the coated façade with Ti02 

 
Thus by implementing coating technology made possible maintenance of the 

temperature of thin film of water on external surfaces coated with Titanium dioxide 
TiO2 enabled control of facades surface temperatures and reduction of the Urban Heat 
Ireland. It has been also studied analytically. 

Physical model of this innovative technology has been developed and according 
to it also its mathematical model has been defined. Using determined mathematical 
model, modeling via numerical solutions have been developed, enabling further 
modeling dynamic analysis of different case studies via numerical simulations (Jiang 
He and Akira Hozano “A numerical simulation method for analysing the thermal 
improvement effect of super- hydrophilic photocatalyst coated building surfaces with 
water film on the urban&built environment“). 

The idea to copy the humane body setting effect was applied on building glass 
facade of British Pavilon, in the midle of XX century at the World EXPO in Spain. 
The visual effect was impressive on nice sunny days, however necessary large 
amounts of water consumption, as well as the corresponding need for building a huge 
glass facades construction, was eliminating this idea of general mass applications. 
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The solution with reduced water quantity with more effective evaporation textile 
curtain over the glass facade resulted in much smaller water quantity needs with 
slower water flow through. Also this solution did not qualify for reaching smart 
buildings of the future [3]. 

Further approaches and attemps to get building "smarter" were related to 
implement water flowing down the building facades outside fasades. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Surface temperatures of coated and noncoated facades 
 
Thus by implementing coating technology made possible maintenance of the 

temperature of thin film of water on external surfaces coated with Titanium dioxide 
TiO2 enabled control of facades surface temperatures and reduction of the Urban Heat 
Ireland (Fig.5). It has been also studied analytically. Physical model of this innovative 
technology has been developed and also it mathematical model, as well modeling via 
numerical simulations. 

The Phase change materials for reduction of building cooling load was the next 
step to try to approach achieving smart buildings. This reduction could by implementation 
of phase change materials (PCM) for thermal storage. These materials could be organic, 
(fatty, acids, parafin, non parafin), inorganic (salt hydrate, metallic) or eutectic materials 
which are minimum melting compositions of two or more compounds in all combinations 
organic or inorganic materials. 

Phase change material could be between two of the glass panes in the 
window. At the lower temperatures the PCM is translucent solid, but as it heats, the 
PCM melts and becomes transparent. This lets the window itself to absorb heat from 
solar energy during a day and then releases the energy later on, as this PCM cools. 

Materials to be used must have large latent heat per 1kg, high thermal 
conductivity and range of the melting-freezing temperature 15-300C or even higher. 
Beside these conditions, PCM shall have small volume change during phase change 
process. 
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4. Artificial Intelligence breakthroughs 
 
Since the end of the last century and especially since the beginning of this 

century, information technologies have been developed, new building materials have 
been discovered and used. 

 

 
Figure 6. “Sensors” in the human skin 

 
In addition technical system automation and building management systems 

(BMS) have been introduced, and in the spaces where people live and work are 
installed electromagnetic sensors as elements of the “nervous“ system (Fig.6) of a 
smart building [1]. 

This has all been done in order to provide comfort and healthy conditions for 
occupants, also buildings resilience. But the imperative in all is to reduce energy 
consumption and to use only renewable energy sources for heating, refrigeration, air- 
conditioning, lighting, and for smart - rational utilisation of these systems. Such 
buildings have become so called “smart buildings“ [6]. 

 
5. Buildings as a humane body 
 
The human body is an extraordinarily “constructed system“ by its way of 

synchronized activities of organs, oxygen supply, carbon dioxide elimination, and its 
thermoregulation [4]. It is a two-pipe system with distribution and return “pipes” 
(Fig.7), variable amount of bloodstream and the heart as a central pump, which has 
been, to some extent, copied in the central heating systems. In many details, the 
human body function works as the central heating or cooling system with the heart as 
a pump (Fig.7). 
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Figure 7. Blood circulation 

 
When the temperature is high, the blood is directed towards the external 

surface, towards the skin, in order to emit the excess amount of the human body’s heat 
into the environment. And, if the body temperature falls down, the bloodstream is 
directed towards the internal organs. 

The new central control systems for buildings provide information using so 
called micro-electro-mechanical systems located on representative points in the 
building, just like a human body, having the system with sensors in the skin all over 
the body, signaling to the center in the man’s brain, in the hypothalamus which 
commends the adequate reaction of a body (Fig.8). 

In the article of ASHRAE Journal, “Buildings of the Future“, the author 
writes that micro-electro-mechanical systems invented in the second half of the past 
century found wide application in different branches of industry as well as in 
buildings. 

The new central control systems for buildings provide information using so 
called micro-electro-mechanical systems located on representative points in the 
building, just like a human body, having the system with sensors in the skin all over 
the body, signaling to the center in the man’s brain, in the hypothalamus (Fig. 8.) 
which commends the adequate reaction of a body. 
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Figure 8. Central control system 

 
Skin sensors can detect heat or coldness, but also the pain. In a building the 

new smart energy systems can use mini - size robots located inside ducts or pipes 
moving locally and finding location, which is actually the detection of the building’s 
“illness”. 

 
6. Windows chromic effects 
 
In the article of ASHRAE Journal, “Buildings of the Future“, the author 

writes that micro-electro-mechanical systems invented in the second half of the past 
century found wide application in different branches of industry as well as in buildings 
[5]. 

The author also points out the possibility of the protection from solar rays 
through windows and, thus, reduction of cooling loads in buildings using electro -
chromic (Fig.9) and using temperature chromic windows (Fig. 10). 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Electro chromic glasses 
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Figure 10. Temperature chromic window galzing [11] 
 
The new central control systems for buildings provide information using so 

called micro-electro-mechanical systems located on representative points in the 
building, just like a human body has the nerv system with sensors all over the body, 
especially in the skin, sending information to the center of the nervous system in the 
man’s brain, in the hypothalamus. 

The new technologies found applications in windows with electro-chromic 
(Fig. 9) and thermo-chromic glasses. Chromic materials have the possibility of 
changing their color reversibly when they are placed in a different environment. Thus, 
glazing automatically changes its shading coefficient protecting indoor of a building 
from solar cooling loads. 

Thermo-chromic windows can adapt to changing sunlight intensity and reduce 
heat load in buildings. They use the sun energy to tint the window glass and stop the 
sun’s energy that otherwise would be a heating load for the building. 

Electro-chromic technology has been researched from the 80- ties of the XX 
century and the examples of electro-chromic window prototypes have been 
demonstrated in a number of buildings in Japan, Europe, and USA. Full-scale field 
tests have been conducted in Berkeley California and at the DOE Headquarters 
Building in Washington. 

When a voltage is applied between the transparent electrical conductors, a 
distributed electrical field is set up. This field moves various coloration ions (most 
commonly lithium or hydrogen) reversibly between the ion storage film through the 
ion conductor (electrolyte) and into the electro-chromic film. The effect is that the 
glazing switches between a clear and transparent blue-gray tinted state with no 
degradation in view, similar in appearance to photo- chromic sunglasses. 

The main advantages of electro-chromic windows are that they typically only 
require low voltage power (0–10 volts DC), remain transparent across the switching 
range, and can be modulated to intermediate states between clear and fully colored. 
In the tinted state solar radiation is absorbed. Low-emittance coatings and an 
insulating glass unit configuration can be used to reduce heat transfer from this 
absorptive glazing layer to the interior. 

Typical electro-chromic windows have an upper visible transmittance range of 
0.50–0.70 and a lower range of 0.02–0.25. The Solar Heat Gain Coefficient ranges 
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from 0.10–0.50. A low transmission is desirable for privacy during the day and for 
control of direct sun and glare, potentially eliminating the need for interior shading. 

A high transmission is desirable for admitting daylight during the time of 
the day that the sun is not shining directly into the space, during overcast periods 
and for passive solar heating in winter. Therefore, the greater the range in 
transmission, the more able the window is to satisfy a wide range of environmental 
requirements. 

 
7. Buildings of the future 
 
The life of new generations will be changed and indeed, it is today already 

changed. The people will be mostly living in cities and staying indoors and be in new 
towns. There is expectation that all existing buildings will be renovated in next 100 
years. 

The buildings in which people live and work were always smart for the time 
when had been built and for the technology of that time. Still is not fully clear how 
the pyramids were bult [9], what was the construction related knowledge of that 
time, and it was over 7000 years ago. There is still not enough precise explanations 
how the stones of several thousand kilograms were cut, how were taken up even to 40 
m and more. 

Results of the CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) and thermodynamic 
investigation of air streams in ventilated and non- ventilated archeological tombs in 
Valley of the Kings, Luxor did show that there was certain not negligible physics 
understanding and knowledge behind the internal spaces shapes and dimensions ([7], 
[10]). 

 

 
Figure 11. Egyption pyramids [10] 

 
The future buildings are going in the height and will have optimized systems 

for personalized environment, for improved health and wellbeing, personalize comfort 
provision. Occupants have to learn behavior and expectations, quantify and improve 
health and wellbeing, building systems will be modular, durable construction 
Interoperable adaptive building components will consist of modular systems, embrace 
intelligent envelopes, composed of programable - interoperable components. 

Environment: samples interaction of human and natural systems in the built 
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environment. Fully harvest onsite resources, tied from health influencers, and monitor 
environmental influences. In next three decades there will be smart beds which will 
adjust to how much sleep would a person need, how long need to rest. Also are 
predicting automatic color changes of furniture, walls, floors, curtains in rooms. 

Utilities, transactive networks and distributive solutions for high efficiency and 
resilience, integrated centralized and decentralized networks, connected to transact 
services and resources ([6],[8]). 

Community will have multifunctional and diverse services to support 
community cohesion, adopt to changing needs, connected by multi modal 
transportation network, measure and disclose holistic performance. 

 
8. Smart city 
 
The smart city makes use of automated technology to gather data, and then 

uses that data to regulate and control any number of municipal systems. These systems 
range from transportation to education, but also include complex networks of 
buildings, roads, bridges and electric grids. Making cities smarter means making 
them aware of the inputs that contribute to how these various systems operate, then 
using technology automatically make things more efficient. 

The goal of a smart city is to cultivate more sustainable environment and be 
sustainable city. One with less waste and inefficiency. This isn’t limited to just non 
fossil fuel forms of energy production, either. 

Smart cities are making use of waste management facilities that can convert 
garbage, and even sewage into usable electrical energy. And the waste that cannot yet 
be converted into fuel is being better sorted into recyclables or in waste. For example, 
Barcelona is consistently known as leader city for various metrics used to analyze city 
intelligence. Despite being one of the oldest and most storied cities in the world, they 
have managed to implement city wide upgrades to their electrical grids, smart traffic 
and parking systems, even street lights that are properly timed and use low energy 
bulbs and solar power for operation. Such changes can be slow to adaptation due to the 
grand scale with which such transitions must happen on. “Smart” doesn’t 
necessarily point to the automated, artificial intelligence of these different systems, 
but can simply refer to the way in which planners, architects, and city officials 
approach any number of ubiquitous issues. Being smart about urban design and 
architecture means understanding economic growth, density and zoning, and how the 
existing network of roads and grids can be better. 

It has almost everything to do with the people who live in and are moving to 
these cities, and what sort of cultural underpinning they represent. Those societal 
values are vital to determining the direction a city is heading, and how smart it 
ultimately becomes. 

In addition a smart city is a self-aware city, filled with self- aware people 
who are willing to take on the conscience that comes with being sustainable. Those 
people understand the impending environmental and social issues facing our future, 
and understand that if we do not start putting a plan in place to change how we live, 
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things could get bad and they could get bad fast. 
The number of Earth population is now about 7 milliards and each day this 

number is increasing. The UN experts have done projection how the world could look 
in 2100. The prediction is, that world population could increase to 10 milliard and 80% 
will live in cities. The experts believe due to it that the result will be in so called 
Mega Cities with population, over 20.000.000 as now are Delhi, Mexico City and 
Beijing, some USA cities. 

 
9. Other changes 
 
Today there are about 7000 languages and a lot of them will no more be in use, 

and dominant language will be English. In the 2010 average life length of world 
population was 65 years what was about 22% less than in 2100 when the predicted 
average life would be 81 years. But it was not taken as possibility improvements of 
medicine and also negative influence of hunger, new illnesses, consequences of 
nuclear wars, and also the impact of global warming. Energy sources as petrol, oil gas 
and coal will not exist if we are going to reduce their use significantly. It is expected 
increased use /of Hydro energy and wind, solar and another renewable energy sources. 

Hunger and water. Even today there are about one million of hungry people 
and grow of population would this problem make even more serious. About one 
million people are hungry. May be the global warming producing drought increases 
this risk. Also, wars, weapons, bombiing using and spreading “depleted” uranium 
which has dangerous consequences to health. 

 
10. How to define a smart building 
 
The definition of the notion of a smart building is not easy, since this is the 

sector that is evolving very quickly. In both, literature and practice there are 
different definitions, but one can notice that they depend on specialty of the institution 
that takes part in the constructing and equipping such buildings: whether its focus is on 
design, construction works, installation, science and development, or politics. 

So, what are today’s “smart buildings“ and what do they do? The simple 
answer is that there is automation involved somehow that makes managing and 
operating buildings more efficient. But different organizations and institutions define 
„smart buildings“ on a different way depending of their specialty. 

On IBM is „Smarter buildings are well managed, integrated physical and digital 
infrastructures that provide optimal occupancy services in a reliable, cost effective and 
sustainable manner. They help their owners, operators, and facility managers improve 
asset reliability and performance, who, in turn, reduce energy use, optimize how the 
space is used, and minimize the environmental impact of their buildings“. 

American engineering and design company LLC has the following definition: 
“A smart building is the integration of building, technology, and energy systems. 
These systems are also including building automation, life safety, telecommunication, 
user and facility management systems. “Smart buildings provide smart actionable 
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information about a building or space within a building to allow the building owner 
or occupants to manage the building, etc. 

The European Commission has the following definition: smart building means 
a building empowered by information and communication technologies in the context 
of the merging Ubiquitous Computing and the Internet. The US Government Services 
Administration, which was working on cutting the energy levels of all government 
buildings, realizes as follows: 

“Technology alone will not do it. The smartest part of smart buildings is 
people. Siemens defines “only solutions which create the greatest synergy between 
energy efficiency, comfort, safety and security will be sustainable over the longer term 
solution that turn buildings into living organisms: networked, intelligent, sensitive 
and adaptable“. 

 
11. Conclusions 
 
Providing feedback and information through dashboard is good; with smart 

technology we can learn anything about a building and optimize its performances. 
What a dashboard can really do is enable better decisions, inspire participation, spread 
knowledge and best practices, communicate at a human scale and propagate new 
norms in how we use our buildings. 

The level human knowledge and state of technology has developed but not yet 
has reached its peak in the field of technical innovations. The farther development may 
be caused by commercial competition, political ambitions, differences in the standard 
of living and levels of people’s education, and uneven distribution of natural 
resources. Although, buildings should be designed [11] via ISBD (Integrated 
Sustainable Building Design) process, buildings today are still being planned, 
constructed and managed in the same way as they have been for decades, sometimes, 
somewhere for centuries. 

Net zero fossil energy buildings, modeling predictive automated control 
systems and multi-functional design are examples of critical importance when 
developing buildings for the next 100 years. Importance of building performance 
simulation (BPS) – analysis of the inextricable linkage of building’s all year energy 
demand for HVAC and other building’s technical systems sustainable energy supply 
and renewable energy sources availability to reach zero energy building status. 

Further R&D needs for the continued BPS advances, solar, geothermal and 
other renewable energy sources integrated implementation, as well as hybridization 
and mixed distributed energy co- and tri-generation for building’s greening and 
sustainable neighborhoods, settlements, as well as rural and urban “high performance” 
Zero Energy Planning. 

Thus buildings and construction must change, according to well known 
industry experts like American researcher Nora Wang [12]. The changes could be 
dramatic. They could revolutionize the landscape and the way we live, work and play 
in cities around the world. 

There is a possibility that the highly advanced developed knowledge and 
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technology might return the world to its beginning, but also to some new conditions, 
even harder than those experienced by the humankind during the past: unhealthy 
environment, high CO2 concentration, global warming and weather extremes, longer 
too high temperatures periods. However, science, technology, and events to come may 
make some positive surprises and refute these doubts. 

It is important to invest in development of future -nano technologies and 
artificial inteligence but also in developing human canclousness with great technology. 
Othervise people could easy destroy themselves and entire life conditions at our 
planet. But inteligence which brought us at thye present technology level neglect such 
thoughts. 
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Rezumat: Lucrarea are un obiectiv concret, exprimat direct in titlul si anume propunerea 
unei proceduri etapizate de dimensionare a sistemelor neconventionale de utilizare a 
energiei solare pentru incalzirea spatiilor si prepararea apei calde de consum. 
Dimensionarea acestora presupune determinarea marimii celor doua componente de baza, 
suprafata de captare si respectiv volumul de acumulare. Procedura de dimensionare este 
structural la fel, atat in cazul utilitatii de incalzire a spatiilor cat si in cazul utilitatii de 
preparare a apei calde de consum, insa sunt si o serie de particularitati specifice acestora. 
La baza metodei de dimensionare sta bilantul energetic zilnic in regim stationar pentru 
intreg sistemul continand sectiunea de captare si sectiunea de consum.  

Cuvinte cheie: instalatie solara termica, dotare cladiri 

Abstract: The paper has a concrete objective, expressed directly in the title, namely the 
proposal of a step-by-step procedure for sizing unconventional solar energy use systems 
for space heating and hot water consumption. Sizing involves determining the size of the 
two basic components, the catching surface and the accumulation volume respectively. The 
sizing procedure is structural, both for the utility of space heating and for the utility of 
preparing hot water for consumption, but there are also a number of specific features. At 
the base of the sizing method is the daily energy balance in stationary regime for the whole 
system, containing the capture section and the consumption section. 

Keywords: solar thermal installation, endowment of buildings 

 

1. Introducere 

Instalatiile solare termice sunt sisteme neconventionale de utilizare a resursei 
regenerabile energia solara pentru diminuarea consumului de surse fosile pe baza de 
hidrocarburi. Dupa cum este foarte bine cunoscut utilitatile termice de baza ale cladirilor 
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sunt pentru incalzirea spatiilor si pentru prepararea apei calde de consum. Procedura 
care va fi propusa in cadrul lucrarii de fata se refera in mod distinct la fiecare din cele 
doua utilitati termice aferente cladirilor, mentionate mai inainte. In ambele situatii 
dimensionarea instalatiei solare termice presupune stabilirea marimii a doua 
componente de baza ale sistemului neconventional si anume suprafata de captare solara 
si volumul rezervorului de acumulare la care se cupleaza schimbatorul de caldura al 
buclei solare. Marimea celor doua componente mentionate va trebui sa rezulte in functie 
de marimea consumatorului deservit, marime reprezentata de capacitatea de transfer 
termic a consumatorului, H (W/K), atat in cazul utilitatii de tipul incalzirii spatiilor 
cladirii cat si in cazul utilitatii de tipul prepararii apei calde pentru cladire, tinand seama 
bine inteles de formele diferite de exprimare si evaluare ale acestui parametru 
reprezentativ al al cladiri. 

 

2. Stabilirea valorilor specifice ale componentelor instalatiei solare 

Prin valorile specifice ale componentelor instalatiei solare intelegem suprafata de 
captare solara specifica si volumul specific al rezervorului de acumulare. Definirea 
efectiva a celor doua marimi specifice trebuie sa tina seama de tipul utilitatii termice, 
incalzirea spatiilor sau prepararea apei calde de consum. In cele ce urmeaza se vor trata 
separat fiecare din cele doua utilitati termice ale cladirii. Procedurile care vor fi 
prezentate au la baza un bilant termic zilnic in regim stationar efectuat pentru ziua medie 
caracteristica lunii pentru care se face dimensionarea, bilant prin care se considera ca 
energia termica captata zilnic acopera in totalitate necesarul de caldura zilnic al 
consumatorului. 

 

2.1. Cazul instalatiilor solare pentru prepararea apei calde de consum 

Bilantul termic zilnic este : 

ZI ZNSE CE          (1) 

Energia termica captata zilnic de instalatia solara are expresia : 

24ZI BC CSE I S           (2) 

Energia termica consumata zilnic pentru prepararea apei calde de consum este : 

 24 1.163ZN CONS c rCE G t t          (3) 

Inlocuind relatiile (2) si (3) in (1) si facand cateva mici prelucrari rezulta : 
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1.163

24
c r

P C
BC

t t
s g

I 


  


       (4) 

In relatia (4), asa dupa cum rezulta si din lista de notatii suprafata de captare 
specifica, sp, este definita ca fiind suprafata de captare solara care revine la fiecare 
persoana consumatoare de apa calda din cladire, iar consumul zilnic specific de apa 
calda, gc, este definit ca fiind un consum zilnic pe persoana de apa calda de consum. 
Relatia (4) se mai poate pune si sub forma : 

1.163

24
c rP

C BC

t ts

g I 


 


       (5) 

Pentru determinarea volumului rezervorului de acumulare s-a considerat ca bilant 
termic zilnic de regim stationar, egalitatea dintre consumul de energie termica al 
consumatorului in perioada orelor fara soare si energia termica acumulata in rezervorul 
de acumulare. Astfel : 

NTCE AE          (6) 

Unde : 

 24
24 1.163NT CONS c r

S

CE G t t
f

 
      
 

     (7) 

 1.163 AC c rAE V t t           (8) 

Inlocuind relatiile (7) si (8) in (6) si facand cateva mici prelucrari rezulta : 

1 1S
AC

S C C

f
v

f s g


         (9) 

S-a definit volumul specific de acumulare, vAC, ca fiind volumul de acumulare 
care revine la 1 m2 de suprafata de captare solara. 

De indata ce suprafata specifica de captare, sp, a fost determinata conform relatiei 
(4) se poate stabili marimea efectiva a intregii suprafete de captare solara cu :  

C P persS s N          (10) 

Iar marimea volumului rezervorului de acumulare cu : 

AC AC CV v S          (11) 
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Rezulta ca actiunea principala care trebuie efectuata este de determinare a 
raportului sp/gc, conform relatiai (5). Daca in relatia (5) intensitatea radiatiei solare este 
usor de stabilit pentru luna august considerata ca luna de dimensionare, asa cum s-a 
mentionat, partea putin mai dificila este cea de stabilire a randamentului de captare al 
sistemului bucala solara-consumator.  

Dupa cum a fost prezentat in cateva lucrari anterioare [1]…[5] expresia 
randamentulul sistemului bucla solara-consumator este : 

 BC
BC R C REFF k                 (12) 

Unde : 

r e
REF

s

t t

f I
 


         (13) 

1
11













C
R

B
R

BC
R FF

F        (14) 

 1.163
1B

R CS
C

a
F E

k


          (15) 

1.163 1 1
2

24
C

R
C P C

F
k s g

           (16) 

Se observa ca randamentul sistemului bucla solara-consumator depinde de 
raportul sp/gc, care se regaseste in relatia (16) implicata, dupa cum se observa in 
evaluarea expresiei (12) a randamentului. In concluzie relatia (5) reprezinta o ecuatie 
avand ca necunoscuta raportul sp/gc. Metoda folosita pentru rezolvare a fost o metoda 
iterativa simpla. Cateva comentarii asupra rezultatelor se gasesc in capitolul urmator. 

 

2.2. Cazul instalatiilor solare pentru incalzirea spatiilor cladirii 

Bilantul termic zilnic este : 

ZI ZNSE CE         (17) 

Energia termica captata zilnic de instalatia solara are expresia : 

24ZI BC CSE I S           (18) 

Energia termica consumata zilnic pentru incalzirea spatiilor este : 
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 024ZN INC i eCE H t t          (19) 

Inlocuind relatiile (18) si (19) in (17) si facand cateva mici prelucrari rezulta : 

0i e
V

BC

t t
s G

I 


 
        (20) 

Sau : 

0V i e

BC

s t t

G I 





        (21) 

Unde G (W/K.m3) este coeficientul global de izolare termica al cladirii. 

Pentru determinarea volumului rezervorului de acumulare s-a s-a considerat ca 
bilant termic zilnic de regim stationar, egalitatea dintre consumul de energia termica al 
consumatorului in perioada orelor fara soare si energia termica acumulata in rezervorul 
de acumulare. Astfel : 

NTCE AE         (22) 

Unde : 

 0

24
24NT INC i e

S

CE H t t
f

 
     
 

     (23) 

 
   0 0

0
0 0

1.163 T R
AC i e

i e

t t
AE V t t

t t


    

     (24) 

Inlocuind (23) si (24) in relatia (22) si facand cateva prelucrari se obtine : 

 
 

0 0

0 0

124 1

1.163
i eS

AC
S T R V

t tf
v

f t t s G


   

     (25) 

De indata ce suprafata specifica de captare, sv, a fost determinata conform relatiei 
(20) se poate stabili marimea efectiva a intregii suprafete de captare solara cu :  

C V INCS s V         (26) 

Iar marimea volumului rezervorului de acumulare cu : 

AC AC CV v S         (27) 
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Ca si in cazul prepararii apei calde de consum, rezulta ca actiunea principala care 
trebuie efectuata este de determinare a raportului sv/G, conform relatiei (21). Daca in 
relatia (21) intensitatea radiatiei solare este usor de stabilit pentru luna aprilie 
considerata ca luna de dimensionare, asa cum s-a mentionat, partea putin mai dificila 
este cea de stabilire a randamentului de captare al sistemului bucala solara-consumator. 
Dupa cum a fost prezentat in cateva lucrari anterioare [1]…[5] expresia randamentulul 
sistemului bucla solara-consumator este : 

 BC
BC R C INC REFF k F                (28) 

Unde : 
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Se observa ca randamentul sistemului bucla solara-consumator depinde de 
raportul sV/G, care se regaseste in relatia (32) implicata, dupa cum se observa in 
evaluarea expresiei (28) a randamentului. In concluzie relatia (21) reprezinta o ecuatie 
avand ca necunoscuta raportul sV/G. Metoda folosita pentru rezolvare a fost o metoda 
iterativa simpla. Cateva comentarii asupra rezultatelor se gasesc in capitolul urmator. 

 

3. Comentarii privind rezultatele aplicarii relatiilor de dimensionare 
prezentate. Concluzii 

Asa cum s-a mentionat, s-au facut cateva teste privind aplicarea metodei de 
dimensionare propuse, si anume 5 teste pentru un sistem neconventional de utilizare a 
energiei solare pentru prepararea apei calde de consum si 4 teste pentru un sistem 
neconventional de utilizare a energiei solare pentru incalzirea spatiilor.  
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Astfel, in cadrul testelor privind sistemul neconventional de utilizare a energiei 
solare pentru prepararea apei calde de consum, dimensionarea s-a testat pentru lunile 
mai…septembrie. In tabelul 1 se prezinta rezultatele obtinute in cazul prepararii apei 
calde de consum, pentru cele 5 luni de vara : 

         Tabelul 1 

 Luna I (W/m2) te (oC) sp (m2/pers) vAC (l/m2) 
1 Mai 193,3 16,3 1,64 32,71 
2 Iunie 205,5 20,7 1,62 33,03 
3 Iulie 180,7 22,6 1,82 29,40 
4 August 240,2 21,8 1,21 44,43 
5 Septembrie 214,1 16,5 1,48 36,31 

 
Analizand rezultatele obtinute, s-a considerat ca luna august conduce la varianta 

optima de dimensionare cu o suprafata de captare specifica de 1,2 l/pers si un volum de 
acumulare specific de 45 l/m2. 

In cadrul testelor privind sistemul neconventional de utilizare a energiei solare 
pentru incalzirea spatiilor, dimensionarea s-a testat pentru lunile februarie, martie, 
aprilie si noiembrie. Trebuie spus faptul ca s-a considerat cazul unei instalatii de 
incalzire dimensionata la tT0/tR0 = 60/40 oC. In tabelul 2 se prezinta rezultatele obtinute 
in cazul incalzirii spatiilor, pentru cele 4 luni de iarna, mentionate : 

         Tabelul 2 

 Luna I (W/m2) te (oC) sv (m2/m3) vAC (l/m2) 
1 Februarie 123,3 0,1 0,374 75,12 
2 Martie 156,0 5,1 0,177 158,64 
3 Aprilie 175,6 11,1 0,083 339,60 
4 Noiembrie 87,8 4,5 0,434 64,74 

 
La fel, din analiza rezultatelor obtinute, s-a considerat ca luna martie conduce  la 

varianta optima de dimensionare cu o suprafata specifica de captare de 0,177 m2/m3 si 
un volum de acumulare specific de 159 l/m2. Daca se face o raportare la numarul de 
persoane din cladire si in cazul incalzirii spatiilor suprafata specifica de captare 
corespunzatoare la 0,177 m2/m3 este de 10,6 m2/pers. Dat fiind ca suprafata de captare 
rezulta relativ ridicata, s-ar putea considera preferabil sa fie adoptata dimensionarea 
pentru luna aprilie, cand suprafata specifica de captare este de 0,083 m2/m3, ceea ce 
conduce la 5 m2/pers. In cazul lunii aprilie insa volumul specific de captare este prea 
mare, motiv pentru care se considera ca este preferabil ca volumul de acumulare specific 
sa fie cel rezultat pentru luna martie.  

O decizie mai corecta se poate lua in urma unei analize energetice pe toate lunile 
sezonului rece, in cazul tuturor celor 4 variante de dimensionare rezultate. Acest lucru 
ar putea face obiectul unei lucrari viitoare.  
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Lista de Notatii 

te – temperatura exterioara medie lunara, oC; 
te0 – temperatura exterioara de calcul, oC; 
ti0 – temperatura interioara de calcul, oC; 
tc – temperatura apei calde de consum, oC; 
tr – temperatura apei reci, oC; 
tT0 – temperatura de calcul a agentului termic la intrarea in instalatia de incalzire, 

oC; 
tR0 – temperatura de calcul a agentului termic la iesire din instalatia de incalzire, 

oC; 
I – intensitatea radiatiei solare medie lunara, pe planul de captare, W/m2; 
SEZI – energia termica captata zilnic, W.h; 
CEZN – energia termica necesara zilnic consumatorului, W.h; 
CENT – energia termica necesara consumatorului in perioada orelor fara soare, 

W.h; 
AE – energia termica acumulata in rezervorul de acumulare, W.h; 
SC – suprafata de captare solara, m2; 
VAC – volumul rezervorului de acumulare, l; 
GCONS – debitul orar de apa calda de consum, l/h; 
HINC – capacitatea de transfer termic a cladirii, W/K; 
G – coeficientul global de izolare termica al cladirii, W/m3.K; 
VINC – volumul spatiilor incalzite ale cladirii, m3; 
sp – suprafata specifica de captare raportata la numarul de persoane, m2/pers; 
sv – suprafata specifica de captare raportata volumul spatiului incalzit, m2/m3; 
gc – consumul zilnic de apa calda al unei persoane, l/pers.zi; 
vAC – volumul specific de acumulare al rezervorului, l/m2; 
Npers – numarul de persoane consumatoare de apa calda, pers; 
a – debitul specific de agent termic vehiculat in bucla solara, l/h.m2; 
 - coecicientul de absorbtie al placii captatoarelor solare, -; 
 - coeficientul de transparenta al vitrajului captatoarelor solare, -; 
kC – coeficientul global de transfer termic al captatoarelor solare, W/m2.K; 
REF – parametru sintetic aferent captatoarelor solare, m2.K/W; 
BC – randamentul de captare asl sistemului bucla solara-consumator, -; 
fs – factor de corectie pentru durata perioadei de ore cu soare, -; 
ECS – modulul termic al buclei de captare solara, -; 
FR

BC – factor de corectie aferent sistemului bucla solara-consumator, -; 
FR

B – factor de corectie aferent buclei de captare solara, -; 
FR

C, FINC – factori de corectie aferenti consumatorului, -; 
1.163 – caldura specifica volumica a apei, W.h/l.K; 
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Abstract. This work presents a comparison between Coulomb's frictional contact based 
on the penalty method and cohesive contact for the study of the pile-soil interface response, 
through a global finite element modeling, in order to understand the influence of 
interaction type on the structural elements-soil interfaces in general. A three-dimensional 
pile-soil interaction model, implemented in Abaqus software, processed by a two-
dimensional axisymmetric analysis, presents the case of a vertical pile installed in sand 
and subjected to pull-out load. A very forward behavior law is used to represent the sand 
while the pile is treated as a rigid elastic body. Very interesting results depend largely on 
the contact type description of the Pile-soil interface area. Finally, it has been shown that 
cohesive contact taking into account adhesion phenomenon can produce more reasonable 
results than frictional contact by the penalty method. 
Key words: Deep foundation, pile-soil interface, soil behavior laws, contact and friction, 
finite elements method 

1. Introduction 

Among the typical geotechnical structures, deep foundations have been much 
studied. In such a structure, the characterization of contact between the soil and the 
structural element (pile, footing…) plays a major role in defining the stability conditions 
of the structure. The problem of their sizing has been the subject of much research, 
which highlights the fundamental role of the pile-soil interface behavior. Indeed, the 
transmission of pile forces to the soil is through the thin layer of soil in contact with the 
pile called "interface". The rupture is often observed within this interface layer which is 
the seat of complex mechanical phenomena because it generates significant deformation 
locations and stress concentrations. These phenomena are strongly influenced by the 
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mechanical characteristics of the granular soil and the pile structural element, usually 
very contrasted. As a result, for correct modeling of a geotechnical work, it is important 
to take into account the particular behavior of this highly requested interface. 

Considerable research has been done to develop the appropriate methods of deep 
foundation construction, through which we have been able to understand the load-
bearing mechanisms of the latter [1-4]. Further work has been devoted to developing 
analytical models to study the interaction between the pile structural element and the 
soil that confines it, the majority of which are based on the p-y method for the elastic 
linear case of soil [5-7]. Still in the interaction context, not long ago some interesting 
works were done, which are based on the contact stresses. We can cite the works of [8-
9]. Currently, the focus is on the pile's behavior, more particularly, the use of frictional 
contact in the interfaces modeling. In this regard, a significant number of works have 
been published, the majority of which have adopted Coulomb's frictional contact model 
[10- 12].  

Finally and after thorough bibliographic research, it was found that cohesive 
contact was not much used for this type of interface, the only work detect is that of 
Terfaya et al [13] who defined and formulated for the elastic case a cohesive model 
coupling contact, friction and adhesion by the RCCM model. As pointed out by Terfaya 
et al [13], this model was cited by [14-15]. 

In this work, the pile-soil interaction is simulated by contact between two 
deformable bodies. The problem is solved using two types of contacts in order to make 
a comparison. The first type represents coulomb's frictional contact based on the penalty 
method, while the second represents cohesive contact (taking into account adhesion). 
The sand is represented by a very advanced law of behavior. The ABAQUS version 
study code is used to obtain all the results of this work, so that interested readers can 
reproduce the analysis. 

2. Contact and friction 

Consider a system of solid bodies in contact. Unilateral contact between 
deformable bodies must satisfy the three following conditions, known as the Signorini 
condition: 

 
0, 0, . 0     (1) 

 
 Impenetrability ( 0) which is a kinematic condition 
 Non adhesion ( 0) represents the static condition 
 Non-contact ( . 0) 

Where  represents the gap between the contact node and the target surface,  
is the normal contact reaction between the slave and master body. The graph of this 
relation is showing in fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. Signorini graph. 

 
All unilateral contact must be completed by a frictional law. The most used 

friction law today is Coulomb's, which is represented in fig. 2 and writing by the 
following inequalities: 

 
	 	 0

| | 	 	 0
	 	 0

   (2) 

 
Where	  represents the tangent relative velocity,  the coefficient of friction and 

	the tangential relative velocity. 

 
Fig. 2. Coulomb's law graph. 

 

3. Penalty method (P. M) 

The penalty method is the most used for contact modelling [16-18], it consists in 
supplementing the functional potential energy with terms which represent the additional 
penalty energy of contact constraints. 

 
   (3) 

 
Where  represents the nodal load vector and  is the strain energy.  

Contact 

No-contact

Sliding before 

Sliding back 

Adherence 
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Finally, this method applies the approximate compatibility by a penalty factor	  
, the contact reaction becomes: 

 
			 		 0

		0									 			 0   (4) 

 
The big problem inherent in this method is the choice of penalty factor because 

the penetration of a material point in another body depends on the value of the latter. If 
the value of this coefficient is too low, the penetration is too high, and vice versa if it is 
a high value the contact conditions are satisfied but sometimes a high value can 
introduce high frequencies into the system and therefore lead to a significant decrease 
in the time step. 

 

4. Cohesive zone model (C. Z. M) 

In reality, the effect of physicochemical phenomena is essentially reflected in 
the appearance of a reversible adhesion force, this force has been taken into account by 
several authors to study the rupture of different materials [19-22]. 

Cohesive contact breaks when the normal force reaches a traction failure 
threshold. The adhesion is reversible, which is to say, that a broken cohesive contact can 
be reformed at any time during the evolution of the particle system. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Signorini (a) and Coulomb (b) graphs for a cohesive contact of threshold	 . 

 

5. Numerical modeling procedures 

The numerical example deals with a two-dimensional axisymmetric analysis the 
pulling of a rigid concrete pile out, buried in a cap plastic sand, of mechanical 
characteristics	 0,002	 / ,	 51°,	 0,4,	 0,	∝ 0,11,	 1, 

 

 

 

(a)  (b)
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	 3,72 / ,	 1,44 ∗ 10 	 ,	 0,3 . The pile is considered as elastic, and 
contains the parameters	 3,8	 / ,	 30 ∗ 10  and	 0,2. 

Fig. 4 shows the geometrical characteristics and boundary conditions. For the 
contact and friction treatment by penalty method (P.M), we used the Coulomb's 
frictionless law with a coefficient of friction equal to	0,3. As for the cohesive zone 
model of contact (C.Z.M), we adopted an elastic stiffness of the adhesive in normal 
direction K 84	MPa and elastic stiffness of the adhesive in shear directions	K
K 100,8MPa. 

Numerical simulations were carried out using ABAQUS Student Edition 
software, linear axisymmetric quadrilateral elements with four nodes were used both for 
the ground and for the pile. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Geometric characteristics and boundary conditions. 

 

Fig. 5. Contact pressure and reaction at the interface for Penalty method (P.M) and cohesive zone 
model (C.Z.M). 
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Fig. 6. Horizontal and vertical displacement at the interface for Penalty method (P.M) and cohesive 
zone model (C.Z.M). 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 7. The model deformation of the interface for a) Penalty method (P.M) and b) Cohesive zone 
model (C.Z.M). 

 

For both simulation cases, the pile was successfully pulled out where a very 
significant sliding was produced along of the pile-soil interface. By examining the 
previous fig. 5, it emerges from these graphs that for the distribution of pressures and 
contact reactions increase with the interface depth. We can also observe that these 
distributions are almost the same along the lower half of the interface, unlike the upper 
half where it is clear that they are much more important for the case of a cohesive zone 
model. 

We clearly notice in fig. 6 which illustrates the evolution of the horizontal and 
vertical displacements of the interface that for the contact by penalty method the 
interface remains in its initial position after the pulling of the pile out, which is abnormal, 
unlike the cohesive zone model where these displacements are very important at the 
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upper part (vertex).  This and translated by the effect of the shear tangential forces which 
causes a lifting of the ground at the upper surface, which is logical and reasonable. 

Finally, fig. 7 illustrates the deformed meshes, which explains well and shows 
that for the pull of a pile out, the cohesive model is very reasonable than a penalty 
approach. 

6. Conclusion 

This numerical study showed the influence of the interaction type and the method 
used for the pile-soil interface response. The obtained results allow us to envisage a 
better understanding of the soil and structural element interface behavior, they have 
shown clearly that to study the interaction of any structural element with the ground, the 
cohesive contact can produce more precise and reasonable results than the frictional 
contact by the penalty method. 
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Abstract. It is clear that we were not prepared for this pandemic situation at any of the 
educational levels. The problem is what happens next. What we will learn, change, 
understand, keep for such a situation to never repeat? A new approach is necessary, and 
in the higher education sector, there will be, we think, major thinking, approach and 
conception changes. In a way, we reached closer and faster the digital period than we 
expected and some generations wished. Some are already at the digital period core, at 
this fact should reflect inigher education. Simultaneously, we are in the full study 
programs conception change, from the importance raise of key, transversal, at work and 
general competences, to standardisation, recognition and graduate mobility. In the last 
years, we published a number of articles and books on these topics, and they should be 
regarded as a whole, together, integrated. They have been and are a signal the something 
must be done, representing a step ahead. Depending on how we start at this starting 
point, after the crisis, we have the chance to lose or to win on medium or long term, this 
is why we address proposals that can help the technical higher education to be 
continuously up-to-date and requested. We are like F1 races when all the racers slow 
down at an accident, go slowly for a while and start over, after break, and the last come 
next to the first. It all depends on them if they want to reaffirm themselves or to stay at 
tail. In some cases, however, some are not capable of more.to near the winners you need 
the same standards, 

Key words: pandemic; standardisation; pyramid of competences; learning outcomes; 
study programs; engineering higher education system; engineering reorganisation; 
connection with labour market; ISCED; continuous training. 
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1. What comes after “Corona”? 

The international speciality press for higher education mention us a series of 
steps that will follow rapidly in the next years, as: 

• “micro-skills” development, i.e. gaining of specialised abilities; 
• “just in time skills” instead of years spent in university; 
• personal courses, i.e. the student’s possibility to choose his university route; 
• at distance evaluation services based on professional standards and 

methodologies and on a secures IT system; 
• at distance credentials recognition, if the new Europass conditions are 

fulfilled; 
• online course offer growth with the intellectual propriety security risk 

assuming, because the protective IT solutions are not entirely satisfying yet; 
• new online courses writing with Q&A sessions at their end; 
• direct applications for practice, if possible; 
• education dividing between online and traditional environments, depending 

on the specialisation and domain; 
• elaborating professional standards on domains and, most probable, 

specialisations, becoming the subject for the first 2-3 years of study, 
allowing between domains, specialisations etc. mobility; 

• interest increase for taking some online courses in parallel with professional 
activity and family life; 

• facilitating studies flexibility, adapting needs; 
• teacher training through adaptation and learning, so that they acquire the 

necessary knowledge and be capable to answer the new needs; 
• placing the accent on competences will represent, at least until 2050, the 

professional training motto: “What do you know to do?”, “What are you 
capable of?”, “What can you prove alone?”, “What can you do in a team?” 
being some of the new education perceptions; 

• key, transversal and personal competences share increase, characterising the 
qualification level and, in doing so, they are individualised and not 
generally perceived; 

• education standardisation and levelled teaching as fundamental factor for 
quality assurance; 

• in the new educational and teaching conditions context, quality assurance 
represents one of the major actual and future problems of the higher 
education and not only; 

• lifelong learning passes from declarative stage to a concrete one, even a 
necessity one; 

• professional training problematic passes from student equipping with 
elements of tomorrow professional life, to gaining professional 
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competences and metacognitive abilities (assuring continuous learning), so 
becoming flexible, adaptable and creative in the society they live in and to 
which, in different manners, they will contribute. 

To some of the opportunities presented above we will try to offer pertinent 
answers, because, as we said, the way in which we start at the after “Corona” starting 
point will define the in race success, and we wish to be the leading platoon. 

In relation to our notified general situation in this period, a series of after 
“Corona” conclusions can be sketched: 

• we weren’t prepared for this situation, except for some, few in number, that 
held online courses before; 

• since not necessary, equipment or infrastructure, at an optimal performance 
level, was missing; 

• for the same reasons, we didn’t have the necessary software; 
• because nobody requested, we didn’t have specialists and strong platforms 

for online education development; 
• on one side, because of some local unwelcomed experiences, receptivity 

and mentality towards the online environment suffered; 
• we felt the lack of online courses and, even more, of related evaluations, 

certifications and projects; 
• the lack of specific legal regulations determined the lack of online 

education funds; 
• except for the mathematics and informatics specialisations, access to 

performant educational platforms was strongly limited; 
• the lack of necessary digital experience and competences was noticed even 

among some of the young teachers; 
• self-sufficiency regarding the state of affairs and lack of desire to modernise 

represent a fact of tertiary education; 
• institutional organisation did not take into account education in times of 

crisis, such as translating education into the online environment; 
• lack of simplicity and transparency that can give confidence (as analogy, in 

order to run online courses, there is no need for the teacher to be an IT or 
computer specialist, but things must resemble to driving a car: even though 
there are professional and amateur drivers, car traffic includes all; so should 
be the case for the educational activities flow in the online environment); 

• as a specific touch for many Romanian institutions, the lack of 
communication was noticed. 

All these aspects remain as guidelines that each university and each system will 
have to take into account over time. As soon as these elements will be answered, so the 
country will be better aligned to the requirements of tomorrow. 
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2. New Requirements 
 
Since, in the book “Modernizarea sistemului de învățământ superior tehnic în 

contextul globalizării  (Costoiu, et al., 2020),” we characterised and presented the 
higher education in general and technical education in particular, we will not reiterate 
here the aspects that we identified in the mentioned paper as necessary change steps 
from management to programs and methods.  

It is important to choose, firstly, were we are, and what will be required in the 
future. In this sense, the interest domains for the future will be grouped slightly 
different (see figure 1) than the model, we are used to until today. 

 
A 
 
Another important is the development of short-term higher education as a step 

in the professional training. Starting from the idea that we need complex people with 
knowledge and abilities distributed on many directions, we militated in the last 
publications for a new higher education curriculum. In this regard, as we mentioned 
elsewhere, this vision joins with a new competences and abilities structure, being 
organised in: 

1. Personal (born with) 
2. Gained 
2.1. key competences – support thinking and life in society; 
2.2. transversal competences – mainly support life at the working place (key 

and transversal competences characterise qualification levels, in our case, levels 6 and 
7); 

Literature        Communication

Culture & arts 

Social & educational 

Physical and wellbeing - health Science & technology

Maths & research

Cognitive education 
(thinking) 

Figure 1. Domains of the future
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2.3. basic competences – knowledge necessary for daily life and living in the 
social and natural environment, these competences are common to occupations in a 
ISCO major subgroup or in a ISCED large domain; 

2.4. professional competences – characterise a profession as it is described in 
ISCO / COR and divide in: 

2.4.1. at the working place (specific to work, working environment, work 
organisation) – specific to all the occupations in a minor group (e.g. engineers); 

2.4.2. general technical – commune to a large number of occupations from an 
activity domain, being characteristic and common to a COR base group (e.g. 
mechanical / chemical engineer); 

2.4.3. professional – belong to a certain profession, divided in many specific 
groups and categories, in general related to COR occupational groups; 

2.4.3.1. fundamental – common to an ISCED narrow domain, necessary for the 
development of minor group specific tasks; 

2.4.3.2. domain – common to an ISCED detailed domain, specific and 
commune for occupations from a base group; 

2.4.3.3. speciality – common to main occupations from an ISCO base group or 
an ISCED specialisation domain (e.g. mechanical engineer, chemical engineer or 
electronics engineer); 

2.4.3.4. specialisation – individual for different specialised occupations (e.g. 
mechanical engineer of…, chemical engineer of… / for…). 

 These types of competences attract also some specific disciplines, a certain 
weight in the curriculum and, thus, new study programs. This competences structure 
helps us answer also to one of the main raised observations in the last years regarding 
higher education: the discrepancy between the market’s request and the educational 
offer. To understand better the structural relationship between the mentioned 
competences, they can be placed in a pyramidal model (see figure 2), model presented 
also in a series of international level meetings. 

 
 
 
A similitude between the pyramid of competences (see figure 2) and the 

pyramid of neurological levels (see figure 3) can be noticed, and such a similitude it is 
even encouraged. As we gain skills, we satisfy also the neurological development 
levels, and in doing so we begin to belong to a profession, moving from skills to the 

Personal/key  competences 

Basic and transversal professional competences 

Fundamental and workplace professional competences 

Domain and general technical professional competences 

Professional specialty competences 

Management and occupation specific competences 

Figure 2.  Pyramid of competences
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profession belief, to identifying with it. Once the spiritual level reached, area in which 
every person can get individually, we can affirm that the required specialist was 
created: the professional and his mission. 

 
A 

3. Technical education 

Further, in this paper, we will focus on technical education, specific to the 
major subgroup 21 and minor groups 214 and 215 from ISCO / COR. In this manner, 
the problematic can be addressed for all the groups and related occupations, both for 
university level, but for professional secondary level and adult professional training 
level also, no matter the qualification level.  

First, we must understand the chronological course of the relationship between 
occupation, labour market and training programs: the occupation appeared first, its 
need and request in the labour market, and then appeared the program to train the 
individuals for satisfying the labour market requests for that occupation. This new 
paradigm will coordinate education in the first half of the XXI century and, probably, 
until its end.  

Many of the presented aspects can be found, especially for those familiar with 
them, in diverse directives regarding the regulated professions, directives that allow 
graduates to move with the certification document (diploma) in European space 
countries. 

However, technical education represents a national problem and situates in 
fierce competition with similar technical education from educational international 
space and, for this reason, we consider the focus on it opportune. Lower (see table 1), 
we will present in detail the programs and disciplines content chosen to materialise 
these competences, in regard of knowledge, skills, autonomy and accountability, for 
qualification levels 6 and 7. 

Connection with 
the Universe Who else? 

Mission 

Permissions / Motivation 

Direction 

Action 

Constraints 

Who am I? 

Why do I act? 

How can I act? 

What actions do I have? 

Where am I? 

Figure 3. Pyramid of neurological levels
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Table 1 
Engineering education in the XXI century – Competences and programs 

Year Competence Type 

Where are 
they 

obtained 
and trained 

Examples of 
competences 

Training 

1 

Personal and 
key 
competences 

Individual 
academic 

Academic 
level general 
training 

Reading, writing, 
communication, 
digital, analysis and 
critical thinking, 
STEM, adaptability, 
flexibility, continuous 
learning, ethics and 
integrity, interpersonal 
abilities, autonomy, 
accountability, 
multilingual, human 
management, creative 
thinking, optimal IQ 
level, decision making 
etc. 

 Social Sciences 
 Psychology 
 Foreign languages 

and 
communication 

 Ethics, integrity, 
professionalism, 
interpersonal 
abilities 

 Computer, 
informatics 

Basic and 
transversal 
academic 
competences 

Educational 
academic 

Basic and 
transversal 
training 

1. Basic 
2. Entrepreneurship, 
teamwork, planning 
and organising, 
problem solving, 
negotiation, solution 
and opportunities 
seeking, coordination 
and planning, business 
foundations, 
legislation, citizen 
accountability, 
sustainability 

 Physics / 
Chemistry / 
Biology 

 Nature Sciences / 
Philosophy / 
Mathematics / 
Astronomy / 
Sports / Law 
elements 

 Entrepreneurship, 
citizen legislation, 
sustainability and 
environmental 
impact 

2/3 

Fundamental 
and 
workplace 
competences 

Academic 
and 
workplace 

Fundamental 
practice and 
training 

1. Engineering 
foundations, drawing / 
design, processing & 
construction 
2. Check, control / 
examination / 
registration, tool and 
technology use, action 
focus, creative thinking 
at workplace, 
operational and 
maintenance at 
workplace / in 
profession, design at 
workplace, ergonomic, 
workplace 

 Thermodynamics 
 Electronics 
 Solid mechanics 
 Fluid mechanics 
 Operational and 

maintenance 
 Drawing / design 
 Management 
 Marketing 
 OSH 
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Year Competence Type 

Where are 
they 

obtained 
and trained 

Examples of 
competences 

Training 

environment, OSH and 
environment 
protection, professional 
and workplace 
deontology 

Domain and 
general 
technical 
competences 
(for base 
group and 
work) 

Academic 
and general 
technical 

Domain 
training 

1. Professions 
foundations, design, 
production and 
profession technology 
2. Ethics, business / 
law / public policies, 
environmental / social / 
sustainability impact, 
engineering economics, 
control and quality 
assurance, professional 
legislation, professional 
project management, 
professional 
sustainability 
development 

 Processing / 
production / 
constructions / 
fabrication  

 Quality control 
and assurance 

 Ethics and law 
 Project 

management 
 Engineering 

economics 
 Business and 

public policies 

4/5 

Specialty and 
sector specific 
competences 
(industry) 

Academic 
and 
occupational 

Specific 
training 

1. Learning outcomes 
specific for professions 
and occupations from 
the base group 
2. Managerial technical 
learning outcomes, 
relevant for average 
and top level leadership 

 Specific and 
specialised 

 Business and 
international 
relations, 
international 
commerce 

 

Further, (see table 2) we can analyse o standard model proposal for the study 
program based on the above presented competences, including the number of ECTS 
credits for the 4 or 5 year alternative with included master, of which we will talk in 
detail bellow. We consider that in the post Corona educational and special context we 
can approach a level 7 NQF higher education graduated with two intermediate levels: 
one level 5 NQF (short-term) and one level 6 NQF (of domain), following that the 
level 7 NQF (included master) to be situated at the end of this program. In these 
conditions, we consider that this model is the best feasible program for lifelong 
learning. 
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Table 2 
Organisational structure of study plans, fields, ECTS and disciplines 
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24

0 
/ 3

00
 

  7        

2xxxxx Occupations 6 

According 
to 
employers 

Specialisation 
Specialisation 
professional and 
management 

10% 24/30 

According 
to COR 
and 
employers 

Specialty 
Specialty 
professional + 
practice + diploma 

25% 60/75 

2xxx Base group 6 

According 
to ISCO 

Domain 
Detailed - 
oxxx 

Domain + general 
technical 

20% 48/60 

2xx 
Minor 
group 

6 Fundamental
Narrowed 
- oxx 

Fundamental + at 
workplace 

20% 48/60 

2x 
Major 

subgroup 
6 Basic 

Large - 
ox 

Basic,transversal,key 15% 36/45 

2 
Major 
group 

 Major group 2: tasks, attributions, autonomy, accountability; 
  personal competences, common for level 6 – 10% – 24/30ECTS; 
 One discipline = 6 ECTS; 5 disciplines / week; 20-25 hours / week; 
 60 ECTS / year  25 hours / ECTS (D+I) = 1500 hours / year; 
 Existing level five learning outcomes, obtained through the Baccalaureate exam. 

4. Technical Higher Education with the Master’s Degree Included 

This model would presume two major changes: 
A. University year duration, unitary approach of ECTS credits and 

discipline number. 
B. Standard study programs formation model, which combines the solving 

of problems signalled until today, from competences to teaching and 
financing. 

A. University year duration 
Starting from a university year duration (reported to the total number of credits) 

of 60 ECTS credits (the duration of a credit being of 25 hours, from which 10-12 are 
didactic hours and the rest represent individual activity), we get to a total number  of 
1500 hours / year, from which 720 are didactic hours and 780 represent individual 
activity hours. If we calculate 6 credits for a discipline, i.e. a number of 5 disciplines 
per week or 1 per day (5 hours each), it results a total of 700 hours (28 weeks × 5 
hours / day × 5 days), to which we add 20 hours for evaluation (10 disciplines × 2 
hours / disciplines), getting to a total of 720 didactic hours. 

The one discipline per day allocation is optimal for maintaining the student’s 
attention and facilitating essential memorisation, (the 5 hours / day can be two for 
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course and three for applications or by the department’s decision). Up to the 8 hours / 
day regulated by the labour code, the student can realise 3 hours / day of individual 
study, in total a number of 420 hours (28 weeks × 5 days × 3 hours / day). If we add 
the individual hours during session (5 weeks × 8 hours / day × 5 days / week = 200 
hours) and the practice hours (4 weeks × 8 hours / day × 5 days / week = 160 hours), 
results a total of 780 hours of individual study. Moreover, the diploma project should 
be graded as a six ECTS credits discipline.  

Therefore, a good accredited student (i.e. a student who finished all his exams at 
the end of the year) would have 15 holiday weeks (2 in winter, 1 for Easter and 12 in 
summer), and by this feeling truly that he has a student life. For other domains, other 
choices can also be made regarding the hourly interval, but the total results should 
constitute the same 1500 hours / year. 

This solution imposes itself for the future, especially because it resolves, as 
mentioned before, many of the identified problems, such as: short-term higher 
education, unchanged COR occupations, increased financing per student, obtaining the 
country commitment level of 26.7% for tertiary education graduates of 30-34 years 
old, increased managerial efficiency with reduced number of personnel. To all, we add 
the advantages brought by standards, as we will show further, as well as the online 
training generalisation. Included master will contain the professional master, not 
excluding the research master for narrower specialisations that can be continued to 
doctoral studies. In the same time, the postgraduate specialisations or permanent 
education programs extent, most times paid, based on standards.  

B. Standard model for study programs 
There is not case to reiterate the fact that standardisation means progress, clear 

directions and knowledge, since the economical conquest through standards theory is 
already well known and can be applied now for education and higher education.  

The standard study programs formation model (see table 3) clearly highlights 
the earlier mentioned aspects, as well as the delimitation between the first 3 years from 
the others (1-2), which become specialisation years, without stopping obtaining some 
certificates after completing 2 or 3 years.  

If we follow the model of some tradition rich countries (Scotland, Wales, 
Ireland), we can grant a certificate after 2 years and a specialisation diploma, only by 
mentioning the domain (e.g. engineer) in the energetic / mechanical / chemical 
domain, or by other models (France), the technician engineer diploma. Germany, for 
example, grants a diplomat engineer diploma after five years, representing a possible 
way of thinking, but not suitable for us, because the COR is not structured in that way. 
So that we don’t make a legislation modifying intervention and, by this, making things 
more complicated, we consider that a certified engineer in the domain could solve the 
problem and the diploma can be obtained after 4/5 years. 

This aspect contains two components that form the program: 
• The first component, with 180 credits and a three year length 

 Permits the student to leave school after 2 years and obtain a level 5 
NQF certificate (with 120 ECTS), through which it certifies that the 
graduate totally or partially covered and graduated the basic 
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disciplines (being included the key, transversal, personal and basic 
competences) and the fundamental ones. 

 Anytime he desires, the graduate has the possibility to return and 
continue studies in any of the composed fields in the fundamental 
domain or he can choose another fundamental domain and for his 
other competences to be recognised (we talk, by this, of a student-
centred individualised education, at free choice, transparent).  

 After the first three years, the student receives a level 6 NQF 
certificate (180 ECTS) that grants him the right to employ in domain 
occupations, without having the engineer or basic engineer / 
technician engineer title, without anything attached. 

 The student has the possibility to work in the domain so that, 
afterwards, to come back and follow another two speciality and 
specialisation years, having the experience and being more 
responsible for the specialisation selection than when he entered 
higher education. 

• The second component, with a 4 or 5 years length 
 After completing the four years, the students gets the engineer in… 

title, of level 7 NQF (240 ECTS) or after 5 years, research master (300 
ECTS). 

This system facilitates a high degree professional mobility for the student, 
having several options in establishing the profession and specialisation in a better-
informed manner. However, in order for this simple system to be applied, the 
legislation in force needs to be changed, so it provides the engineering included 
master, as is the case for architects. 
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Table 3 

 
Summing the information presented above, we will also build a study plan (see 

table 4) for the technical engineering domain, with common disciplines include, for 5 
years (starting from the idea that the first 3 years are identical, either we refer to a 4 or 
5 years program). Important to know is that there are some proportions that need to be 
followed among the presented disciplines, through which, according to labour market 
request, at different conferences and congresses (including the World Economic 
Forum), the extension of key, transversal, personal, at working place and profile 
generated competences was requested. In this matter, although the above-mentioned 
plan reflects the mentioned aspects, it has to deal, definitely, with a resistance from the 
technical professional body: the engineers. In today’s society, where industry does no 
longer hold a guiding role, the engineer’s role and place dropped strongly in the 
society’s vision, and the need to work with people, understanding, negotiation and the 
business deal raised, and from this point raised also the requests for these 
competences.  
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The plan (see table 4) was designed so that it raises the attractiveness level, and 
the first 2 years do not represent a fear and drop-down factor, as it happens today, but, 
even more, to facilitate the wish for continuing in the field of exact sciences and 
engineering. For the same reason, the 3rd year is not complicated also, wishing for a 
larger number of students to desire to become engineers. The last two years are 
decisive to become specialist engineers, proving who really want this carrier and stay 
here for future specialisations. As said, the first 2 years can be organised at faculty 
level and all becomes easy to teach and, eventually, even online, so that those who can 
work in that time, to have this possibility. 

Table 4 
Study plan – standard model 

Year Discipline 

Competences 
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1/1 1. Native language and communication 
2. Social and citizenship sciences 
3. Digital IT 
4. Academic Ethics 
5. Opt. 1 – basic 
6. Sports 

X 
X 
X 
X 
 

Y 

 
 
 
 

X 
 

    

1/2 1. Opt. 2 – basic 
2. Opt. 3 – basic  
3. Psychology and Education Sciences 
4. Fundamental 1 
5. Foreign language and cultural expression 
6. Sports 

 
 

X 
 

X 
Y 

X 
X 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

X 
 

   

2/1 1. Opt. 4 – basic 
2. Management bases 
3. Marketing bases 
4. Fundamental 2 
5. Foreign language and profession – 
profession communication  
6. Sports 

 
X 
X 
 

X 
Y 

X 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
X 
 

   

2/2 1. Fundamental 3 
2. Fundamental 4 
3. Fundamental 5 
4. Foreign language and professional IT 
communication  
5. OSH and work environment 
6. Practice 
7. Sports 

 
 
 

X 
 
 
 

 

X 
X 
X 
 
 

X 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 

  

3/1 1. Field 1 
2. Field 2 
3. Field 3 
4. Field 4 

 
 
 
 

  

X 
X 
X 
X 
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Year Discipline 

Competences 
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5. Technical foreign language 
6. Sports 

X 
Y 

 
 

3/2 1. Field 5 
2. Field 6 
3. Field 7 
4. Operational and maintenance 
5. Field practice management 
6. Practice 
7. Sports / foreign languages 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 

  

X 
X 
X 
X 
 

Y 
 

  

4/1 1. Specialty 1 
2. Specialty 2 
3. Professional Ethics and Legislation  
4. Industrial design 
5. Field bases and professional 
development  

   

 
 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
 
 

 

 

4/2 1. Specialty 3 
2. Specialty 4 
3. Specialty 5 
4. Specialty 6 
5. Practice 

    

X 
X 
X 
X 
 

 
 
 
 

X 
5/1 1. Enterprise economics and 

entrepreneurship 
2. Design and production 
3. Specialty 7 
4. Specialty 8 
5. Specialty 9 – quality assurance 

X 
 
 
 
 

   

 
X 
X 
X 
X 

 

5/2 Opt. 1; 2; 3 specialisation and managerial 
disciplines 
4. Practice 
5. Diploma 

    
 
 

X 

X 
X 
 

  
12 d/ 

 
72 cr 

 
24% 

4d/ 
 

24 cr 
 

8% 

6d/ 
 

36 cr 
 

12% 

12d/ 
 

72 cr 
 

24% 

11 
disciplines 

 
66 ECTS 

 
22%  

5/ 
 

30/ 
 

10% 

 
The model presented above, as an education research follow-up, shows that 

approximately a third of the disciplines represent disciplines for individual’s 
development, i.e. care for his future, a third are fundamental and domain discipline, 
while a third represents speciality and specialisation disciplines. This judicious 
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division should lead to a specialist that is well qualified for the labour market and can 
handle the society and understand the surrounding environment.  

Concrete, two-thirds represent universally valid disciplines for all the 
engineering categories, and a third distinguishes them. This division facilitates 
mobility in the labour market and offers, through requalification, a pertinent answer to 
its modifications. 

It just remains to settle the relationship between the disciplines, competences 
and learning outcomes, at university consortia level.  

Not least, regarding the fundamental and domain disciplines situation, ant then 
the speciality and specialisation disciplines one, keeping in mind their changing speed, 
the related chapters must be designed adequately for the years 2025-2035/40. If 
fundamental disciplines can be reanalysed every 10-15 years and the domain 
disciplines every 8-10 years, the other disciplines must be reviewed every 5 years 
maximum, in order for them to train professionals for tomorrow, not for yesterday. 

All these elements should represent the subject of some project common to the 
university consortia and the big actors in the labour market. These projects should be 
part of a strategy regarding technical higher education, strategy that must consider 
discipline and learning outcomes actualisation programs or even a standard model. 

Conclusions 

The most important aspect to understand from the paper presented following 
European and international level researches in the field of higher and technical 
education is that, starting the 90s at global level and the 2000s in Europe, something 
fundamentally changed. This change made so the school source (especially the 
technical school) be represented by labour market requests and much less by the 
professors’ prestige or their disposition towards learning. 

The employment, salary and better life need for high qualifications level 
graduates led to higher education’s recalibration towards the learning outcomes and, 
implicitly, its focus on the student’s interests.  

This move, to which Europe aligned also (especially after 2007, when the new 
European Qualification Framework was approved, except for us), will be much 
modernised, through two elements: 

1. Europass, its digitalisation, credentials and its new electronic form, which 
will be fully implemented this year, and here, through the NQA, we are 
relatively up to date and hope to be from now on at the European 
requirements level. 

2. Online education development, which will lead to: 
• Minimal mandatory digital competences (see in the study plan model 

that IT and communication are found from the very first semester of 
the first year); 

• Mass taught disciplines, to a large number of students, with assistants 
for every group (for key, transversal and personal competences); 
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• Individualised study programs for small student groups, that will have 
a solid base formed in the first three years of study, in the case of 
technical education; 

• Individualised and secured online evaluations held in front of the PC, 
in a fixed period of time, with open-book access, in order to encourage 
thinking and, then, memory, in a reversed process than the actual 
mode of development; 

• Qualifications standardisation and improvement in the sense of co-
financing education; 

• Individualised competences, aptitudes, skills construction on clear and 
precise models / standards established by the labour market; 

• Insertion of people who, either for professional reasons, or for health 
or family reasons, could not attend higher education; 

• New teachers and, why not, teams formed out of teachers and 
production specialists. 

All these elements will radically transform school, especially higher education, 
but also the professional and technical education. University will become in this way 
an open service to anyone who want to learn and train professionally or personally 
and, most important, it will answer students’ and labour market’s requests and desires, 
truly becoming a school for all. 

It is not wrong to say that whoever will adapt to the new requirements will 
remain in the market even after 2025. After all, the presented models belong by right 
to the future and there is only need for managerial will so that they are implemented 
and extensive quality assurance procedures are started in an institution in order to fully 
understand and recognise these models’ value. 

Online means, from education’s point of view, total access to the sectorial 
competences school and less through hierarchies’ school. This will be, definitively, the 
XXI century’s education, the education of 2025/2030. 
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